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Executive Summary 

In past centuries, the cannabis plant (Cannabis sativa) was one of the world’s most admired crops, furnishing a range of 

products often considered indispensable. In recent decades, however, exagger- ated fear of the abuse potential of cannabis has 

resulted in extremely punitive and counterproductive suppression, not just of marijuana consumption but also of the useful 

industrial (nondrug) values of the cannabis plant and its many products. Worst of all, the search for unbiased scientific knowl- 

edge has been drastically curtailed, an egregious example of how political agendas remove some subjects from objective 

examination. Additionally, human prejudice against recreational drugs in general and relentless condemnation of marijuana in 

particular have made cannabis a taboo subject.  

However, over the last half-century, society has become increasingly aware that the evil nature of cannabis has been overstated 

and that there are potentially invaluable benefits deserving explora- tion. Very recently, the constraints limiting cannabis 

research have been loosened, and a tidal wave of research and development has been unleashed. Certainly, there are pros and 

cons related to the many ways that cannabis can be employed, and intelligent risk/benefit analysis requires knowledge. That 

knowledge is rapidly becoming overwhelming.  

 

This course attempts to bring together very old and very new information that needs to be considered to best guide the 

development of cannabis. Cannabis sativa is best known as the plant source of marijuana, the world’s most widely con- sumed 

illicit recreational drug. However, it is also extremely useful as a source of stem fiber, edible seed oil, and medicinal compounds, 

all of which are undergoing extraordinarily promising research, technological applications, and business investment. Indeed, 

despite its capacity for harm as a rec- reational drug, cannabis has phenomenal potential for providing new products to benefit 

society and for generating extensive employment and huge profits.  

Misguided policies until recently have prevented legitimate research of the beneficial properties of cannabis, but there is now 

an explosion of societal, scientific, and political support to reappraise, indeed remove, some of the barriers to usage. 

Unfortunately, there is also a corresponding dearth of objective analysis. Toward redressing the limitation of information, this 

book is a comprehensive reference summarising botanical, business, chemical, ecological, genetic, historical, horticultural, legal, 

and medical considerations that are critical for the wise advancement and management of cannabis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cautions 
This work presents extensive information gathered from vast amounts of literature, and some error, omission, and 

misinterpretation are inevitably incorporated into compilations of this type. Moreover, scientific knowledge concerning the 

material is rapidly evolving. Liability arising directly or indirectly from the use of any of the information is specifically disclaimed. 

 

The medicinal and nutritional information provided is not intended to replace the medical advice of trained healthcare 

professionals. 

 

The economic information provided is not intended as investment advice. 

Most aspects of cannabis, the subject of this course, are de-criminalised in South Africa, jurisdictions globally differ, albeit 



there is a general trend to reduce criminal penalties, and the world’s prison systems could not possibly house the huge numbers 

who have consumed marijuana illicitly.  

 

Nevertheless, depending on jurisdiction, those who deliberately or even inadvertently transgress the laws and regulations 

governing cannabis risk arrest, imprisonment, loss of employment, loss of property, and loss of standing in the community.  

The information in this course is not intended to be used in any way that contravenes the legal system of any jurisdiction. Indeed, 

given the enormous personal costs associated with becoming a victim of criminal prosecution, it is necessary to exercise 

extreme caution in any kind of association with cannabis. 

 

Value judgments and opinions regarding several of the topics discussed in this book are currently the subject of contentious 

debate and disagreement. Indeed, intellectual freedom to analyse and express points of view is of greatest value precisely when 

issues are so controversial. While the book attempts to maintain a dispassionate, objective perspective, it is not possible to 

represent every viewpoint in a manner that will satisfy all, or even a majority, of interested parties. In particular, the author’s 

assessments regarding medical, social, ethical, commercial, and criminal aspects should not be regarded as necessarily 

reflecting the views of any government, publisher, agency, or individual contributing in any way to this work. Indeed, it is safe to 

say that no one will agree with everything in this book, and everyone will have different ideas about what is correct. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE CANNABIS PLANT 
 

Cannabis sativa, best known as the source of marijuana, is the world’s most recognizable, notorious, and controversial plant. As 

befits a species that has captured the world’s attention, it is impres- sive  in appearance (Figure 1.1).  While the structure of plants 

may seem much simpler than that   of animals, the architectural adaptations of C. sativa are very complex and are cleverly 

designed  to carry out a wide variety of functions (Chapter 6). Cannabis plants vary enormously in height depending on 

environment and whether selected for stem fiber (the tallest kind), but are typically 1–5 m tall. Simmonds (1976) stated that 

hemp has been known to grow to 12 m in height, but it should be kept in mind that, as discussed later, other plants called 

“hemp” sometimes grow to such heights and are often confused with C. sativa. The main stalk is erect, furrowed (especially 

when large), with a somewhat woody interior, and it may be hollow in the internodes (portions of the stem between the bases 

of the leaf stalks). Although the stem is more or less woody, the species is frequently referred to as an herb or forb (an 

herbaceous flowering plant that is not grass-like, i.e., not like grasses, sedges, or rushes). Both herbs and forbs are defined as 

lacking significant woody tissues, so these terms are not really accurate. As discussed in this book, in many respects, deciding on 

appropriate terminology for cannabis is contentious. 

 

“CANNABIS”—A COMPREHENSIVE TERM 

“Cannabis” in its broad sense refers to the cannabis plant, especially its psychoactive chemicals (employed particularly as illicit 

and medicinal drugs), fiber products (such as textiles, plastics, and dozens of construction materials), edible seed products (now 

in over a hundred processed foods), and all associated considerations. In short, cannabis is a generic term referring to all aspects 

of the plant, especially its products and how they are used. 

 

Biologists and editors conventionally italicize scientific names, such as Homo sapiens. Italicized, Cannabis refers to the biological 

name of the plant (only one species of this genus is commonly recognized, C. sativa L.). Nonitalicized, “cannabis” is a generic 

abstraction, widely used as a noun and adjective and commonly (often loosely) used both for cannabis plants and/or any or all of 



the intoxicant preparations made from them. In this book, “cannabis” is employed in its broadest sense, as explained in the 

previous paragraph. 

 

 

THE WIDESPREAD MISUNDERSTANDING THAT MARIJUANA IS 
“FLOWERS” OF CANNABIS SATIVA 

 “Herbal marijuana” is the most frequently consumed form of cannabis, both for medical and non- medical purposes. Herbal 

marijuana is obviously plant material from C. sativa, but from precisely what botanical organs does it originate? As pointed out 

in Chapter 12, in the past, low-grade mari- juana (sometimes derisively termed “ditchweed,” although this term more narrowly 

refers to wild- growing low-tetrahydrocannabinol [low-THC] weedy plants) often was made up of a combination of foliage, twigs, 

“seeds” (technically one-seeded fruits called achenes), and material from the flower- ing section of the plant.  

 

Today, only “sinsemilla” (material from the flowering part of the unfertil- ized female plant) is commonly harvested. 

Most plants have numerous flowers, and botanists employ technical terms to describe the ways that flowers are arranged on 

branches or branch systems.  

 

 

 
FIGURE 1.1 Cannabis sativa. Photo by Barbetorte (CC BY 3.0). 

 

The term “inflorescence” refers to (1) a group or cluster of flowers on an ultimate branch and/or (2) the entire branching system 

bear- ing flowers. When the flowers are fertilized and develop fruits, the branching systems are termed “infructescences.” In 

many Cannabis strains, the ultimate branches bearing flowers have been selected to develop  very congested, short branching 

systems bearing many flowers. These are    the so-called “buds” of marijuana—desired because they are extremely rich in THC.  

“Buds” are technically “inflorescences”—a combination of the flowers and the ultimate small twigs of the branching system 

subtending the flowers. In the standard terminology of horticulture, “buds” are meristems (growing points or locations where 

cells divide) of stems or flowers or are embryonic stems, leaves, or flowers that will develop and enlarge with time. Like a 

number of other standard terms, the marijuana trade has adopted and converted the word “bud” to mean something different 

from its conventional meaning. 

 



Marijuana is frequently referred to as the “flowers” of C. sativa. Indeed, in pre-Second-World- War drug literature, herbal 

marijuana was often known by the now largely antiquated pharmaco- logical phrase “Cannabis Flos” (literally, Latin for “cannabis 

flowers”).  

 

As shown in Figure 1.2, the term is still occasionally encountered. In common language, a flower may be broadly understood to 

be “something that grows in a garden,” but in technical botany, a flower is usually defined as a repro- ductive structure composed 

of one or more of sepals, petals, stamens, and pistils. (This is a narrow sense botanical definition; there are broader definitions 

available.) Female flowers of C. sativa lack sepals and stamens and (as explained in Chapter 6) lack typical petals.  

 

A female flower, illustrated in Figure 1.3b, is virtually devoid of THC, so defining or characterizing marijuana as the flowers of the 

plant (which in fact are present) is technically erroneous. (Parenthetically, jurisdictions that define illicit marijuana as the flowers 

of the plant are subject to legal challenges, since the material so defined is harmless from an abuse potential perspective.) 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 1.2 Medical marijuana preparation entitled “Cannabis flos,” from the Netherlands firm Bedrocan, illustrating the use 

of this obsolescent phrase to denote material manufactured from the flowering parts of the plant. Photo by “Medische-wiet 

The Dutch Patient” (CC BY SA 3.0). 

 

 

FIGURE 1.3 Figures presented to illustrate that marijuana is not the “flowers” of C. sativa since they are devoid of THC. (a) A 

“bud” of the marijuana strain Bubba Kush. Most of the visible green material is made up of tiny leaves, which are moderately 

rich in THC. Photo by Coaster420, released into the public domain. (b) A female flower. This is virtually devoid of THC. (c) A 

female flower inside a surrounding perigonal bract. The perigonal bracts contain the majority of the bud’s THC but are not 

visible in (a) as they are nestled deeply amidst the tiny leaves. The reddish-brown threads in (a) are dried, overmature 

stigmas, shown in the fresh, green stage in (b). b and c are extracted from Figure 1.5. 

 

“Bracts” are the key component of marijuana that contributes to drug potential. Botanically, a “bract” is a modified or 

specialised leaf, especially one associated with flowers. The structures termed bracts in C. sativa are quite small, resembling 

Perigona
l bract 

Ovary 

Stigmas 



miniature unifoliolate leaves (i.e., leaves with just one leaflet), and they are indeed associated with the flowers. As presented in 

Chapter 11, a “peri- gonal bract” (illustrated in Figure 1.3c) covers in a cup-like fashion each female flower, and enlarges somewhat, 

becoming densely covered with tiny secretory glands that produce the bulk of the THC that the plant produces. (The terms 

“bracteole” and “perigonium” are sometimes encountered as synonyms of “perigonal bract” as the phrase is applied to 

Cannabis but are also used in different senses when applied to other plants.)  

 

In sinsemilla marijuana, which is produced by protecting the female flowers from being pollinated, the bracts remain quite small 

and are very densely covered with secretory glands. By contrast, pollinated flowers develop into “seeds” (achenes) and the peri- 

gonal bract becomes much larger and the density of secretory glands is lessened considerably.  

 

In C. sativa, in addition to the tiny perigonal bracts, the flowering axis produces tiny leaves that are unifoliolate (with just one 

leaflet; “unifoliate,” descriptive of plants with just one leaf, is incorrect) that are scarcely different from the perigonal bracts, 

and as one proceeds down from the tip toward the base of the branch bearing flowers (the axis of the bud), there are 

increasingly larger bracts that transition into small leaves with more than one leaflet. In the bud illustrated in Figure 1.3a, the 

green material that is visible constitutes both perigonal bracts and tiny young leaves. The smaller tiny leaves, like the perigonal 

bracts, are richly covered with tiny secretory glands, while the larger leaves within the bud have a lesser density of glands and so 

less THC on a relative concentration basis.  

 

As explained in Chapter 13, the larger leaves within buds are often trimmed away to make the THC concentration of the buds 

larger. To emphasize the key point in this paragraph, strictly speaking, marijuana (sinsemilla) is not literally “flowers,” although a 

small amount, perhaps about 2%, is made up of female flowers virtually lacking THC; rather, it is THC-rich material (bracts, tiny 

leaves)  associated with the flowers. The distinction made here is academic, admittedly, and  is unlikely to change the 

widespread practice of referring to marijuana as flowering material. As pointed out by Small and Naraine (2016a), although the 

stigmas of the female flowers are originally devoid of THC, they are sticky, and gland heads rich in THC tend to fall away from the 

bud but are trapped on the stigmas, so in fact, the flowers secondarily acquire appreciable THC. 

 

WHY CANNABIS IS CONTROVERSIAL 

It hardly needs to be pointed out that cannabis is immensely controversial, accused of both deadly sins and marvelous virtues. It 

is famous (or infamous) because its chemicals have been considered to be the cause of considerable evil and harm by some, but of 

pleasure and cures by others (Figure 1.4). Indeed, cannabis is reminiscent of the malevolent Dr. Hyde and the saintly Mr. Jekyll—

split per- sonalities epitomizing good and evil within an individual (Small and Catling 2009). Democratic societies are currently 

struggling to evaluate just how bad and how good cannabis is. This book is intended to address these issues in sufficient but not 

overwhelming detail for the consideration of an informed public as well as decision makers. 

 

 

 



 

 

FIGURE 1.4 The alleged good and evil sides of cannabis. Prepared by B. Brookes. 



SEXUAL REPRODUCTION IN CANNABIS 

We humans are preoccupied with sex, which also happens to be a subject of immense importance for cannabis. Most animals 

are divided into males and females (so male and female reproductive cells are produced on different individuals), although some 

are hermaphrodites. By contrast, most plants produce male reproductive elements (pollen) and female cells (eggs) on the same 

individual. Cannabis sativa is among the small minority of plants following the animal rather than the plant reproductive 

pattern.  

 

Most populations are divided into plants bearing only female flowers or only male flowers (Figure 1.5). Male plants are termed 

“staminate,” so-named because the essential male floral organs are stamens, while female plants are termed “pistillate,” so-

named because the essential female floral organs are pistils, the egg-containing organs. Male plants die after shedding pollen, 

whereas female plants persist after their flowers are pollinated, maturing and shedding seeds until killed by frost. Female plants 

grown in a greenhouse, or in climates lacking a cold winter, can remain alive for years, although declining steadily in vigor. This 

potential longevity has led some to term the plants “annual or perennial depending on climate,” but it is clear that the species is 

normally an annual.  

 

Sex expression, examined in Chapter 4, has been remarkably manipulated in domesticated plants, generally to the extreme 

detriment of males. Indeed, as detailed in Chapter 4, femaleness has become very highly valued in cannabis plants, while males 

are now regarded as the decidedly inferior sex. Another curiosity is that, unlike most animals, sexual expression in C. sativa is 

modifiable by a variety of stresses, and it is even possible (as discussed in Chapter 4) to induce females to become males, and 

vice versa. 

 

Cannabis sativa produces leafy branches in the early part of its seasonal life cycle, and during the early growth period, male and 

female plants are virtually indistinguishable. Most populations are induced to flower by shortening days in late season, the 

timing of floral induction being one of many adaptive features of the plant and a critical consideration in maximizing the 

productivity of the plant for the various purposes for which it is grown (Chapter 5). 

 

 

 



 

 
FIGURE 1.5 (a) Flowering female plants of C. sativa. (b) Flowering male plants. (c)  Painting of C. sativa  from Köhler, F.E., Medizinal-Pflanzen, 

Volume 2, Gera-Untermhaus, Berlin, Germany, 1887. Left  side shows female organs, right side shows male organs. (A) Flowering male 

branch. (B) Fruiting female branch. (C) Cluster of male flowers. (D) Fruit (achene)  surrounded by perigonal bract. (E) View of wide (flat) side 

of “seed” (achene). (F) View of narrow side of seed. (G) Female flower, showing ovary and two stigmatic branches. (H) Female flower 

surrounded by young perigonal bract. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HOW THE FOUR KINDS OF HORSES ARE SIMILAR TO THE FOUR 
KINDS OF CANNABIS SATIVA 

Cannabis plants are extremely diverse, and this has generated extraordinary widespread misunder- standing concerning the 

classes or categories deserving recognition, not just by the general public but also among professionals in numerous disciplines. 

It is no exaggeration to say that both the popular literature (notably as reflected by information on the Web) and the 

(a) (b) 

A B 

(c) 
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professional literature (particularly scientific publications) present highly confused and confusing interpretations of how 

variation among cannabis plants is structured and what terminology is appropriate. The root of misunderstanding of variability 

in Cannabis is that humans, not nature, have generated the most conspicuous differences.  

 

The topic is examined in depth in Chapter 18, but before considering the rather voluminous information in this book, it is 

important for clarity of understanding to appreciate the four principal kinds of plant that are significant to human welfare. These 

are (1) “wild” weedy plants, (2) plants selected for valuable fiber in the stems, (3) plants selected for edible oil–containing seeds, 

and (4) plants selected for intoxicating and medicinal drugs.  

 

The variation pattern exhibited by domesticated kinds of Cannabis is paralleled by many other examples of how humans have 

enslaved wild species, domesticating them (changing them genetically) into different utilitarian classes with characteristics 

uniquely suited to different purposes. As noted in the following discus- sion, just as Cannabis is composed of four basic 

economic classes, similarly, there are four func- tional groupings of horses. 

 

Although there are numerous horse breeds today, three main types have been recognized, dif- fering in ways that humans have 

chosen: heavy horses, light horses, and ponies. Heavy horses (also termed draft, draught, and dray horses) have strong bodies, 

broad backs, rounded withers (between the shoulder blades), and short thick legs—all features maximizing ability to pull large 

wagons (Figure 1.6a) and plow fields. Light horses (riding horses) have long bodies with backs that are narrow enough for 

humans to ride comfortably and long legs that stride easily. This class includes quarter horses, thoroughbreds (Figure 1.6b), and 

miniature horses. Ponies (often confused with miniature horses) usually have notably thick manes, tails, and coats; relatively 

small heads; thick necks; and short legs.  

 

As exemplified by the Shetland pony, ponies are commonly used as pets, rid- ing horses for children, and horses for small wagons 

(Figure 1.6c). Numerous domesticated plants and animals have been so drastically altered by selection that they cannot survive 

without the assis- tance of humans. Domesticated kinds of C. sativa and domesticated horses, however, are frequently very 

hardy, and when they escape to the wild, they are often capable of living on their own (Figure 1.6d). Just as horses can be 

divided into the four classes discussed in this paragraph, C. sativa can be similarly divided into three domesticated and one wild 

class, as discussed next. 

 



 

 

 

 

FIGURE 1.6 Four basic kinds of horses. (a) A team of Clydesdales, representative of the heavy horse class. Photo (public 

domain) by Matthew Varga, U.S. Air Force. Race horses, representative of the light horse class. Photo by John Picken (CC BY 

2.0). (c) A team of ponies, representative of the pony class. Photo by Quistnix  (CC BY 2.5). (d) Feral horses in Nevada. Photo by 

Del Brown (CC BY SA 2.0). 

 

Chapter 18  provides an extensive  analysis of the theory and practice of classification of living things with particular reference 

to C. sativa. As discussed there, biological classification ofexclusively wild plants and animals is based only on natural genetic 

relationships. However, clas- sification of living things that have been substantially altered by humans is often also based on utili- 

tarian considerations, particularly the ways that they have been genetically modified for particular purposes. Just as 

domesticated horses exhibit three discernibly different kinds selected for different purposes, as well as wild (“ruderal”) free-

living populations, an analogous pattern is found among cannabis plants. The many different kinds of plant in C. sativa can be 

grouped into four basic cat- egories, the first three of which include cultivated plants that have been selected for one of three 

economic products: 

 

 Fiber from the main stalk (employed for textiles, cordage, and numerous recent applications). 

 Oilseed (oil-rich seed employed for human food, livestock feed, nutritional supplements, industrial oils, and 

occasionally as a biofuel). 

 Psychoactive drugs from the flowering parts (used mostly illicitly for recreation and more recently legally as 

medicinals). 

 “Wild” (weedy) plants that have escaped from cultivation and grow independently in nature. 

 

 

 

 

WILD PLANTS 

Cannabis sativa is very widely encountered outside of cultivation growing as a weed (Figure 1.7; Chapter 3), and the existence of 

such “wild” plants is the basis for considerable arguments con- cerning appropriate classification (Chapter 18). The word 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 



 

“wild” can refer in a general way to plants or animals reproducing in nature without human care. However, the term is used in 

several different precise senses, as detailed in Chapter 18, and it is important to understand the sense in which some cannabis 

plants are “wild.” Wolves and feral dogs can both be termed “wild,” but wolves represent the ancestors of dogs, while feral dogs 

are merely escapes, more or less iden- tical to pet dogs, although often extensively hybridized. The Australian dingo, however, 

repre- sents an escaped dog that has reevolved adaptations to living in the wild.  

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 1.7 Wild C. sativa growing as a weed along a roadside at the edge of an upland deciduous forest,  near Saratov city, 

Russia. Photo by Le.Loup.Gris (CC BY 3.0). 



 

Accordingly, “wild” can mean (1) groups (like wolves) never altered by humans, (2) groups altered by humans that have merely 

escaped (like feral dogs), and (3) groups altered by humans that have escaped and reevolved characteristics more suited to wild 

existence. Occasionally, one also encounters (4) “wolfdogs”— hybrids between wolves and dogs, which sometimes transfer 

genes between the two.  

 

As discussed in Chapter 18, “wild” cannabis plants appear to belong to groups 2, 3, and 4, but there do not seem to be genuinely 

wild plants that have not been changed genetically by humans. The world’s so- called wild cannabis plants are likely extensively 

interbred with cultivated plants, and it appears that the ancient wild ancestor of C. sativa that existed in pre-Neolithic times 

(i.e., prior to 10,000 BC) is no longer extant (see Chapter 18). 

 

As detailed in Chapter 3, plants of C. sativa growing outside of cultivation have distinctive adap- tations, which are not present in 

domesticated plants. As discussed in Chapter 17, the genes that adapt wild plants to the stress of wild existence are very 

valuable for improving cultivated forms of C. sativa. Unfortunately, for decades, there have been enthusiastic, expensive, and 

short-sighted efforts to eradicate wild plants in North America, although their potential to be used as illicit drugs is insignificant. 

 

Law enforcement personnel in the United States commonly use the phrase “ditch weed” for wild- growing C. sativa. Because 

almost all wild-growing plants in North America cannot produce intoxication, all poorly intoxicating plants are now often referred 

to as ditch weed. The slang term “weed” is the most popular of the dozens of terms used informally to refer to one or both of 

marijuana and marijuana plants. In the Netherlands, one encounters the term “Nederweed” (“Netherweed”), and in Europe, 

one finds “Euroweed.” 

 

FIBER PLANTS 

“Hemp” usually refers to C. sativa plants used for fiber and also is the term employed for the fiber obtained from the stalk (i.e., 

the main stem). (As discussed next, when hemp is grown for oilseed, it is distinguished as “oilseed hemp” or “hempseed.”) In past 

centuries, hemp was a staple resource for both civilian and military purposes, used mostly for textiles and cordage. The shipping 

industry for many centuries relied on hemp products (Figure 1.8). Based mostly on fiber, hemp was once touted, rather 

unrealistically, as “the new billion dollar crop” (Popular Mechanics 1938), with the claim that it “can be used to produce more 

than 25,000 products, ranging from dynamite to Cellophane.” Nevertheless, C. sativa cultivation for fiber almost ceased in 

Western countries after the Second World War. However, as noted later, in the last several decades, there has been a resurgence 

of inter- est of fiber applications, mostly for nontraditional uses. 

 

At present, there are only small, niche markets for the production of hemp fiber for various purposes. Traditional usage of the 

fiber for clothing, cordage, and paper continues, but these prod- ucts are very expensive and appeal to a very small clientele. 

However, the hemp industry has been reinvigorated by new fiber-based products (Roulac 1997; Bouloc et al. 2013). Both the 

outer (bark, phloem) long fibers and the short internal (hurds, wood) fibers are now being employed in specialty pulp products 

and composites. These usages include fiberboard, insulation, pressed fiber products, masonry products (concrete, stucco, 

plaster, and tiles), carpets, straw-bale construction materials, livestock bedding, and a very wide range of plastics, as detailed in 

Chapter 7. The automotive indus- try has particularly pioneered the development of pressed fiber and molded plastic 

components.  

 

The considerable rot-resistance of the fiber is being exploited in geotextile products, such as landscap- ing fabric. The usage of 

hemp for these new fiber applications has been primarily in Europe, and subsidization was important in establishing the new 

hemp-related industries. Chapter 7 presents an extensive discussion of fiber aspects related to C. sativa.  crops. Montgomery 

(1954) listed over 30 “hemp names.” So-called hemps include ambari hemp (deccan hemp, best known as kenaf, Hibiscus 

cannabinus L.), Manila hemp (abaca, Musa textilis Née), Mauritius hemp (Furcraea foetida (L.) Haw.), roselle hemp (Hibiscus 

sabdariffa L.), New Zealand hemp (Phormium tenax J.R. Forst. & G. Forst.), sisal hemp (Agave sisalina Perrine), and sunn hemp 

(Crotolaria juncea L.). 

 



 

(a) (b) 

(c) 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 1.8 Hemp was indispensable for sails and rigging for navies during the “Age of Sail” (from the sixteenth to the mid-nineteenth 

century). (a) Traditional seeding, harvesting, and processing hemp in nineteenth century Netherlands. Painting dated 1873. (Public domain, 

Website Geheugen van Nederland/ Koninklijke Bibliotheek.) (b) Large-diameter (17 cm)  hemp rope. Hemp anchor cables could exceed 60 

cm  in diameter. Photo by Ji-Elle (CC BY 3.0). (c) This 1832 painting by Pierre-Julien Gilbert (1783–1860) shows the inconclusive combat 

between the British HMS Tremendous (in foreground) and HMS Hindostan (left) against the French frigate La Canonnière (right), on April 

21, 1806. (Public domain.) 

 

 

 

 

Other “hemp” plants 

The name “hemp” can be confusing. It usually refers to C. sativa, but the term has been applied to dozens of other species 

representing at least 22 genera other than Cannabis, often prominent fiber verieties . 

 

“Indian Hemp” 

Especially confusing is the phrase “Indian hemp,” which has been used both for intoxicating Asian drug varieties of C. sativa (so-

called C. indica Lamarck of India), for jute (Corchorus capsularis L., also called Bengal hemp, Calcutta hemp, and Madras Hemp; 

see Ash 1948), and for Apocynum cannabinum L. (also known as American hemp as well as by other names), which was used by 

North American Indians as a fiber plant (see Figure 2.3). 

 

 



 

OILSEED PLANTS 

Cannabis sativa is employed as a source of a multipurpose fixed (i.e., nonvolatile) vegetable oil, obtained from the seeds 

(technically fruits called “achenes”; Figure 1.9, left). As documented in Chapter 8, the seeds of C. sativa in recent decades have 

become an important source of edible oil. The seeds have traditionally been called “hempseed,” and this expression has been 

used also for varieties of C. sativa grown especially for the oilseed. Although oilseed use was relatively unim- portant historically 

compared to fiber applications, the commercial products made from hempseed have much greater significance and potential 

today than the fiber usages. The seeds of C. sativa are increasingly being recognized as a legitimate source for medicinals, 

nutraceuticals (nutritional extractives), and functional (i.e., nutritionally fortified) foods (Figure 1.9, right). Indeed, while 

“medical marijuana” is widely (with justification) held to have impressive therapeutic potential, as discussed in Chapter 8, 

“medical hempseed” also has remarkable therapeutic capacities. 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE  1.9  Hempseed, the most economically promising nondrug product of C. sativa. Left: Seeds. Photo by Jorge Barrios (released into the 
public domain). Right: A display of commercial consumer products made with hempseed or hempseed oil. Photo by Dave O (CC BY SA 2.0). 

INTOXICATING DRUG PLANTS 

Forms of C. sativa producing elevated amounts of intoxicating chemicals were selected, particu- larly over the last thousand 

years in Asia (Figure 1.10), where the consumption of inebriating drug preparations (such as marijuana and hashish) have been 

consumed for ritualistic, religious, and hedonistic purposes. During the last century, the usage of marijuana has increased to the 

point   that cannabis has become the world’s leading illegal recreational drug. The chemistry and varia- tion patterns of the 

cannabinoids (particularly the chief intoxicant THC) are examined in detail in Chapter 11, and nonmedical drug usage is 

documented in Chapter 12. The latter chapter provides extensive information on how recreational cannabis drugs are prepared 

and used, as well as the resulting physiological and psychological effects. While this information may disturb those unac- 

quainted with cannabis drugs, it is widely available and mostly familiar to a substantial proportion of people, especially the 

young, and is needed to understand the possible associated harms, which are examined extensively in Chapter 12. 

 

GENETIC RELATIONSHIPS OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF CANNABIS PLANTS 

As explained in Chapter 18, when essentially all individuals of a group can interbreed freely (as within C. sativa and within Homo 

sapiens), it is of interest to determine whether, despite this ability to combine genes freely, there are nevertheless genetically 

distinctive subgroups. The existence of sub- groups can be of practical interest. For example, it is well known that certain racial 

or ethnic groups of human beings tend to suffer from certain inherited diseases. For economic plants like Cannabis, the genes 

present in different subgroups can be invaluable for breeding improved crop cultivars (Chapter 17). A chief reason why 

subgroups develop in groups within which interbreeding can occur freely is geographical separation: when subgroups are too 

distant from each other to interbreed, and especially when they are in places with different climates and other stresses, they 

are often free    to diverge genetically. Indeed, both in cannabis plants and in humans, it is obvious that subgroups developed in 

historical times. The genetic subgroupings of C. sativa that recent research suggests deserve recognition are discussed in detail 



 

in Chapter 18. Just how these genetic subgroupings are related to the utilitarian groups discussed earlier (fiber plants, oilseed 

plants, marijuana plants, and weeds) and what classification and nomenclature are appropriate are complicated issues, 

summarized in Figure 1.11 and explained in detail in Chapter 18. 

 

 

FIGURE 1.10 An soldier beside intoxicating marijuana plants in Kandahar, Afghanistan. 
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FIGURE 1.11 Evolutionary relationships and gene flow patterns among the different genetically distinctive kinds of hemp (nonintoxicating C. 

sativa), the different genetically distinctive kinds of marijuana, related weeds, and presumed wild ancestral populations. The connections 

illustrated in this simplified flowchart are examined in detail in Chapter 18. 
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FIGURE 1.12 Symbolic representations of the illegality of cannabis. Prepared by B. Brookes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE CRIMINALIZATION AND SUPPRESSION OF CANNABIS 

Cannabis sativa is infamous as the world’s  most widely utilized illicit plant. Because cannabis  has been considered to be a 

leading drug of abuse, it has been seriously criminalized (Figure 1.12) since the Second World War, and almost all research and 

economic development—both drug and nondrug aspects—were suppressed for most of the twentieth century. After the 

Second World War, C. sativa became the leading illicitly cultivated black market crop in the Western World,  with   law 

enforcement dedicating huge efforts to eradicating the plants wherever they were discovered (Figure 1.13). Most scientific 

investigations authorized in Western countries were either forensic studies to aid law enforcement or medical and social 

research specifically intended to document and reduce harmful effects. As presented in Chapter 15, criminalization of cannabis 

has been associated with enormous law enforcement costs and social upheaval. 

There have been many casualties of the “war on drugs” that has been waged with unusual feroc- ity against marijuana for 

decades. Science itself has been a principal casualty. For most of the last century, the stigma attached to “narcotics” was so 

severely associated with marijuana that scientists risked their careers attempting to initiate studies of virtually any aspect of 

cannabis, except its harmfulness. It is well to recall the martyrdom of the illustrious Russian crop geneticist N.I. Vavilov (1887–

1943), who carried out scientific studies and made invaluable seed collections of C. sativa. As noted in Chapter 17, attempting to 

present scientific truth to power (the dictator Joseph Stalin) resulted in his imprisonment (Figure 1.14) and death. In 

democracies, it is not unreasonable for the elected governance to restrict or even prevent taxpayer-funded scientific research. 

More controver- sial, but at least debatable, is prohibition of research that bears on ethical issues (such as human reproduction). 

What must not be prevented is the search for truth that contradicts ignorant dogma, as the sorry history of cannabis 

demonstrates. 

 

One of the tragic but much less obvious consequences of the criminalization of cannabis has been the short-sighted destruction 

of seed collections of C. sativa acquired by agriculture depart- ments (mostly in North America) and the directives to refuse 

additional collection. As noted in Chapter 17, “seed banks” are collections of seeds, particularly of crop plants, and represent 

value considerably exceeding all of the monetary holdings of conventional banks. It is of the highest prior- ity that the 

“germplasm resources” of C. sativa be conserved for the future welfare of the world, in the same way that other valuable crops 

like wheat, barley, corn, and potato are maintained. 



 

 

 

 

FIGURE 1.13 Eradicating a marijuana plantation. 

 

FIGURE 1.14 Mug shots of the Russian geneticist and agronomist Nikolai Ivanovich Vavilov (1887–1943), distinguished student of 

C. sativa, and martyr for the cause of scientific truth. (Public domain photos.) 

 

 

THE RELEGITIMIZATION OF CANNABIS 

By the last decade of the twentieth century, several developments contributed to a surge of scien- tific and technological 

development of C. sativa. First, in many countries (with the conspicuous exception of the United States), after a half century of 

prohibition of cultivation, there was a resurrection of production of the plant for nondrug purposes (Chapters 7 through 10). 

Second, nondrug hemp has acquired a reputation for being phenomenally beneficial for the environment and has become a 

leading symbol of sustainable agriculture (Chapter 16). Third, in much of Western society, there has been a growing tolerance 

of the extremely widespread recreational use of marijuana, as reflected by a romantic, idealized image in the media, less 

enthusiastic law enforcement, and even de facto decriminalization in some jurisdictions (Chapter 12). Fourth, there has been 

a substantial and increasing usage of marijuana prescribed for medical purposes (Chapter 13). 

As noted in the following, decriminalization of cannabis for (1) industrial hemp, (2) medical marijuana, and (3) recreational 

marijuana has occurred or is occurring in many jurisdictions, the result of sociological, philosophical, political, and legal 

developments—complex and very conten- tious subjects which are examined only briefly in this book. 

 



 

THE DECRIMINALIZATION AND RESURRECTION OF 
INDUSTRIAL (NONINTOXICATING) CANNABIS 

By the middle of the twentieth century, the nondrug fiber and oilseed uses of C. sativa were widely viewed as obsolete, with 

no reasonable potential for legitimate development. Moreover,  the issues of recreational and medical uses of Cannabis made 

it very difficult to rationally con- sider the redevelopment of industrial hemp for purposes that everyone should agree are not 

harm- ful. The extent of hostility to even harmless forms of C. sativa was indicated by remarkable limitations of human rights 

in democratic countries. For example, in Queensland, Australia, it  was illegal to simply publish or possess information on 

growing industrial hemp before amend- ments to the Drugs Misuse Act 1986 were proclaimed on September 27, 2002, by the 

Queensland Parliament (Olsen 2004). 

By the beginning of the twenty-first century, most Western countries witnessed the reintroduc- tion of cultivation of 

nonintoxicating hemp, after at least a half century of total prohibition. The cultivars authorized are considered to be safe 

enough to be grown (generally under license) for the production of fiber and oilseed products. The delay in reauthorizing hemp 

cultivation was caused by fear that acceptance of the new crop would (1) be interpreted by the public as de facto acceptance of 

the legitimacy of all aspects of the species C. sativa, (2) act as a stepping stone to the legalization of marijuana, (3) impede the 

war on drugs, and (4) require costly monitoring to ensure that licensed crops are treated according to regulations. 

When it became evident during the last decade of the twentieth century that hemp cultivation was being promoted, several 

economic analyses were conducted in various countries (Riddlestone et al. 1994; Gehl 1995; McNulty 1995; Ehrensing 1998; 

Kraenzel et al. 1998; Marcus 1998; Pinfold Consulting 1998; Thompson et al. 1998; Johnson 1999). These analyses are more or 

less obsoles- cent, since hemp cultivation has actually been revived in many countries, and the resulting hemp products have 

been tested in the marketplace for the last two decades. Fortenbery and Bennett (2004) is a more recent analysis of fiber 

potential but is rather discouraging of future development. Robbins et al. (2013) examines the potential in Kentucky, and Johnson 

(2015) analyzes the potential in the United States; these reviews are much more optimistic. Hemp is now grown commercially in 

about three dozen countries, with the notable exception of the United States (although this seems about to change). Earlier 

economic analyses generally failed to foresee that hempseed rather than fiber applications would become the most promising 

aspect of industrial hemp development. A vari- ety of imaginative, innovative hemp fiber and hempseed products have appeared 

in the marketplace in the last two decades and have provided considerable impetus to increasingly promising industries (Small 

and Marcus 2002). Chapters 7 to 10 examine the extraordinary qualities, applications, and potentials of industrial hemp. 

 

“Hemp” vs. “Marijuana” 

As has been noted, C. sativa has been selected primarily for three different purposes: fiber (from the bark of the stem), edible 

seeds and seed oil, and intoxicating preparations (mostly from the flowering parts of the female plants). The common names 

“hemp” and “marijuana” (much less commonly spelled marihuana) have been applied loosely to all three classes, although 

historically, “hemp” has been used primarily for the fiber kind of plant as well as for its harvested fiber, and “marijuana” for the 

drug kind as well as for drug preparations made from it. The industries con- cerned with the nonintoxicating uses for fiber and 

oilseed have been at pains to distance themselves from the marijuana uses of C. sativa because of the stigma long attached to 

illicit drugs. Great efforts are made to point out that “hemp is not marijuana.” The key phrase that has been used to dis- tinguish 

plants authorized for noneuphoric drug uses (both fiber and oilseed) is “industrial hemp.” Industrial hemp is now commonly 

employed to designate fiber and oilseed cultivars of C. sativa with very limited content of the intoxicating chemical THC. 

 

THE DECRIMINALIZATION AND RESURRECTION OF MEDICAL 
CANNABIS 

As noted in Chapter 13, cannabis has been extensively employed medically since ancient times. The illegality of cannabis during 

most of the twentieth century tragically retarded research and develop- ment of therapies. Ironically, black market marijuana 

used by thousands of people suffering from various conditions made it apparent that cannabis can alleviate symptoms and led 

to heroic efforts by patients, doctors, social activists, and lawyers to make medical marijuana available. Currently, medical 

marijuana has been authorized in several jurisdictions, and its use is rapidly expanding in Western countries. In the last 

several decades, there have been great advances in the scientific understanding of how cannabis affects human physiology, and 

new therapeutic products and tech- nologies are either under development, being tested, or in some cases already accepted as 

useful. The literature on medical aspects has become extremely voluminous, and by no means is there agreement on the value 

of cannabis for treating particular conditions. Indeed, there is quite ferocious debate about the wisdom of employing medical 

marijuana for most medical issues. Chapter 13, by far the largest chapter in this book, reviews in detail the most recently 



 

available evidence bearing on the wisdom of employing cannabis for over two dozen illnesses. 

 

Regardless of majority evaluation by the medical profession, in some jurisdictions medical marijuana has been remarkably 

commercialized, with the development of so-called medical dis- pensaries that are more reminiscent of supermarkets than 

clinics (Figure 1.15) and some physi-  cians supplying medical marijuana in a manner reminiscent of street drug dealers. These 

unsavory developments—reflecting failures of adequate regulatory planning—are discussed in Chapter 15. 

 

THE DECRIMINALIZATION AND RESURRECTION OF 
RECREATIONAL CANNABIS 

Cannabis generally remains highly criminalized, particularly in some Asian countries, where it can result in capital punishment. 

Most of the Western World prohibits the recreational use of mari- juana, but legalization has occurred in Uruguay and several 

U.S. states and is expected in other areas, particularly in the Americas. De facto legality of recreational marijuana has been the 

case  in the Netherlands for decades (Figure 1.16), although not officially accepted. In democratic coun- tries, there has been a 

general softening of penalties, or at least of prosecution, coinciding with increasing public tolerance of illicit usage. However, 

there remains considerable opposition and uncertainty about whether and how to modify current restrictions regarding 

recreational marijuana. Complicating the issue, investment in a recreational marijuana industry is widely viewed as poten- tially 

immensely profitable and business forces are driving developments. These issues and factors bearing on wise regulatory policies 

are examined at length in Chapter 15. 

 

 

 

FIGURE 1.15 A conception of a large dispensary distributing medical marijuana products. Prepared byFlahey. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

BENEFIT/HARM ANALYSIS OF THE MANY WAYS THAT 
CANNABIS IS USED 

Cannabis sativa is remarkable—indeed incredible—with respect to the range of useful products   it produces and the myriad 

ways these commodities can be employed (Figures 1.17 and 1.18). However, because it has been possible to develop various 

industries and products only for a limited period, their potential remains to be explored and evaluated. This book is concerned 

with examin- ing in detail the current state of knowledge of the comparative merits and disadvantages of can- nabis. Several of 

the chapters present a benefit/harm analysis of the individual ways that cannabis is employed—for fiber-based goods (Chapter 7), 

oilseed products (Chapter 8), essential oil (Chapter 9), minor items (Chapter 10), nonmedical drug uses (Chapter 12), medicinal 

applications (Chapter 13), and environmental enhancement (Chapter 16). 

 

THE INTERFACE OF CANNABIS SCIENCE AND PUBLIC POLICY 

If it were not for the notorious recreational drug usage of marijuana, there would be very limited interest in regulation of the 

plant and its products, and its potentials would have been well explored by now. But there is much that has been evaluated only 

recently, and even more that has not been examined at all. This volume presents an up-to-date evaluation of the “facts” about 

cannabis, partic- ularly the pros and cons of employing it for various industrial and medical purposes. The following chapters 

summarize scientific knowledge about various aspects of the subject. However, it is well to keep in mind that human beings 

consider not only scientific knowledge but also whether the prob- able results of applying that knowledge are, on balance, 

favorable. Put simply, will the inevitable harm from reducing current restrictions on cannabis outweigh the potential good? . 

 

 

 

FIGURE 1.16 Scenes in Amsterdam exemplifying the city’s extensive commercialization of recreational marijuana. (a) A coffee shop (claimed 

to be the oldest coffee shop in the city), one of the Bulldog chain, typical of shops where marijuana is purchased and consumed on site. Photo 

by Daniel Farrell (CC BY SA 2.0; original photo trimmed). (b) Products in a store window. Photo by Nickolette from Bulgaria (CC BY 2.0). (c) 

Display of seeds and other products in a store. Photo by Jo Guldi (CC BY 3.0). 

(a) 

(b) (c) 



 

 

Automobile speed limits provide an instructive parallel (World Health Organization 2014). An increase in average speed of 1 km/h 

increases fatalities by 4% to 5%. A person hit by a car traveling at 50 km/h has an 85% chance of dying, but if struck by that same 

car at 30 km/h, the risk is only 5%. In high-income countries, speed contributes to about 30% of deaths on the road. In 

recognition of the dangers of automobile speed, there are many mechanisms that are employed—education, police traffic 

enforcement, speed zones, speed traps, speed bumps, and road designs that separate cars from pedestrians and bicyclists. 

Inevitably, grandstanding politicians succeed in lowering traf- fic to a crawl at intersections where a child has been killed by an 

irresponsible driver, and certainly, protection of vulnerable neighborhoods must be of special concern. But in the final analysis, 

it is human psychology on a much broader scale that is most determinative of how fast drivers go and indeed why people obey 

any law. In general, people obey laws for two reasons: (1) to avoid legal consequences and sanctions and (2) because the laws are 

perceived to possess legitimacy (Tyler 1990). In the case of marijuana, current laws are widely disrespected and disobeyed, with 

enormous financial and personal costs to society. Just as driving speed limits need to be determined with a view to what the 

majority will voluntarily honor, even in the face of some inevitable harm, so public policy regarding cannabis needs to be revised 

in recognition not only of “the facts” but also evolv- ing public opinion. 

 

 

FIGURE 1.17 Major legitimate uses of C. sativa. Drawn by B. Flahey. 

 

 

CURIOSITIES OF SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND HUMAN BEHAVIOR 

• Tracing the origins of the names for plants that have been used since prehistory is difficult, and this is especially 

so for cannabis. The earliest name for the cannabis plant could be the Sanscrit sana, meaning a hollow reed-

like plant or cane, the name applied perhaps because the stem is often hollow. Corresponding to this is the 

Persian canna and kannap, hence the Arabian cannab, a small reed or cane; the Greek kanna and kannabis, a 

reed and anything made from it; and the Latin cannabis, from canna, a reed or cane, which led to the genus 

name Cannabis. 

• The origin of the English word “hemp” is obscure. It appears to have arisen from the   old Latin hanapus and 
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the Old High German hanaf, referring to a bowl or basket. This corresponds with the English “hamper,” meaning 

a hemp bag or wicker basket. It has been contended that both the genus name Cannabis and the word hemp 

are based on       a language of Central Asia or the Near East (see previous discussion). While “hemp” seems to 

be quite unrelated to “cannabis,” it may have resulted from a process called    the Gothonic sound-shift, 

whereby there is a substitution of h for k and of f or p for b in Teutonic languages. 

• It is commonly assumed that the term “marijuana” is derived from the (Mexican) Spanish mariguangot 

(perhaps related to the Portuguese maran guango), meaning “intoxi- cant,” or from the Mexican/Spanish slang 

Maria y Juana, for “Mary Jane” (Piper 2005). The Spanish for cannabis is cañamo, which seems close enough 

to the English mari- juana, but it has also been contended that the derivation of “marijuana” is obscure. 

“Marijuana” was mentioned in ballads sung by the prominent Mexican revolutionary general Pancho Villa and 

his men in the 1890s, popularizing the term. The American newspaper tycoon William Randolph Hearst 

(1863–1951) was known for his dislike of Mexicans, and he further popularized the word in his newspaper 

chain in the 1930s as  a means of criticizing them. According to one conspiracy theory, Hearst exercised his 

influence against hemp cultivation because he owned vast timber holdings, which fed the paper industry, and 

he was concerned that should hemp be used to produce paper,  he would lose financially. Marijuana was 

corrupted to “MaryJane,” a name that still is occasionally mentioned. 

 

 

FIGURE 1.18 The four principal uses of C. sativa prepared by B. Brookes. 
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FIGURE 1.19 Mimics of C. sativa (public domain paintings). (a)  Hibiscus cannabinus L. (family:  Malvaceae). (Courtesy of Moninckx, J., 

Moninckx atlas, Vol. 2. Amsterdam, the Netherlands, 1682–1709.) 

Datisca cannabina L. (family: Datiscaceae). (Courtesy of Sibthrop, J., Smith, J.E., Flora Graeca. Vol. 10, Taylor, London, 1840.) (c) Eupatorium 

cannabinum L. (family: Asteraceae). (Courtesy of Zorn, J., Oskamp, D.L., Afbeeldingen der artseny-gewassen met derzelver Nederduitsche en 

Latynsche beschryvingen. Vol. 1, J.C. Seep en Zoon, Amsterdam, the Netherlands, 1796.) 

 

• Marijuana was sometimes called Mezzrole, after Milton “Mezz” Mezzrow, a musician. He moved to Harlem in 

1929, where he sold marijuana cigarettes, as recorded in his autobiog- raphy Really the Blues. 

• “Pot,” slang for marijuana, is occasionally used as a name for the marijuana plant. One possible derivation is 

that “pot” is the shortened form of the Mexican/Spanish potiguaya, meaning marijuana. 

• “Hashish,” also spelled hasheesh or haschisch, is a concentrated, highly intoxicating form of the resin of 

Cannabis. The word seems to be derived from Arabic, meaning “herbage.” 

• “Neosemanticisms” are old words given new meanings. Examples are dope, grass, herb, skunk, tea, and weed, 

all of which have been applied to marijuana. 

• In Mandarin Chinese, the way that a word is pronounced (inflected) gives it different meanings. For example, 

the word ma can mean mother, scold, horse, or hemp. This obser- vation led to a team of University College 

London researchers, headed by Sophie Scott, to overturn the long-held theory that language is handled only in 

the left temporal lobe of the brain, as has long been known for the brains of native English speakers. Using 

magnetic resonance imaging, which indicates brain cell activity, it was found that Mandarin speak- ers do use 

the left temporal lobe, but also use the right temporal lobe, normally associated with music. 

• There are dozens of species with an epithet (the second word in scientific names) like cannabinus, indicative 

of similarity with C. sativa, but the resemblance is always super- ficial (note Figure 1.19). Many plants have leaves 

with an odd number of leaflets with saw- tooth edges, the leaflets palmately arranged (arising independently 

from the top of the leaf stalk), and these tend to mislead many into thinking that they are viewing a marijuana 

plant. 
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Prehuman and  Early History of Cannabis 

Sativa 
 

THE FAMILY TREE AND PREHUMAN ANTIQUITY OF CANNABIS SATIVA 

Cannabis sativa is an angiosperm—a member of the flowering plants that dominate terrestrial parts of Earth. Although there is 

some evidence of an older origin, most fossil evidence demonstrates that flowering plants appeared at least by the Lower 

Cretaceous geological period, about 125 million years ago, and were diversifying into modern plant families by the Middle 

Cretaceous, 100 million years ago. The Cannabaceae family traditionally has been defined as comprised of two genera, Cannabis 

and Humulus (Small 1978a). Grudzinskaya (1988) added the fossil genus Humulopsis to the Cannabaceae and split Humulus into 

two genera (although only Humulus is currently accepted). Humulus species are vines and easily distinguished from Cannabis. 

However, the fruits (achenes) are very similar and could be confused with each other. Older texts commonly use the obsolete 

orthography Cannabinaceae and Cannabiaceae for the family (Miller 1970). Recent molecular evi- dence indicates that the family 

is best considered as composed of about 10 genera (Sytsma et al. 2002; Yang et al. 2013; Figure 2.1). McPartland and Guy 

(2004a), on the basis of parasite relation- ships of Cannabis and related families, suggested that the Cannabaceae lineage 

evolved no earlier than 34 million years ago. Except for pollen grains, fossils tracing back millions of years when sativa first 

evolved are lacking, and its age of origin has not been determined with accuracy. 

 

THE INCREDIBLY PARALLEL HISTORIES OF CANNABIS 

AND ITS CLOSEST RELATIVE, HUMULUS (HOP) 

The common hop Humulus lupulus (Figure 2.2), the closest relative of Cannabis, is a remarkable plant with numerous uses 

(DeLyser and Kasper 1994). (Note that “hop” refers to the plant, while “hops” refers to its fruits [cones] employed to flavor beer.) 

The divergence of the genus Cannabis from its sister genus Humulus has been estimated on the basis of molecular data to have 

occurred approximately 21 million years ago (Yang et al. 2013; Divashuk et al. 2014). Because of the genetic closeness, hop 

provides a standard of comparison. The relationship of the common hop to humans is astonishingly parallel to the relationship 

of C. sativa to humans. As detailed in the following, both have numerous qualities preadapting and predisposing them to being 

developed by people for a wide range of similar products and purposes. This parallelism is no accident; it is deterministic, 

reflecting how close genetic relationship predisposes related plant species to being domesticated in similar ways—the 

“homologous series” of Vavilov (Kupzow 1975). 

 

 

 
• Both C. sativa and H. lupulus are commonly found beside streams and rivers, their seeds seemingly distributed 

by water movement. 

• Both C. sativa and H. lupulus have numerous small secretory glands producing a resin, but while the aliphatic 

acids of the hop plant resin provide flavor for legal intoxicants (beer and ale), the intoxicant THC of the marijuana 

plant is mostly illegal for recreational intoxication. 

• Like hemp, hop stems contain considerable fiber and have been used in making paper and twine. The stems 

were also once used in basketry and wickerwork. 

• For intoxicant purposes, both hops and marijuana are usually grown in the absence of males. Seedless hop 

cones are the counterpart of marijuana “buds.” Highest quality buds and hops are both grown vegetatively (as 

clones). 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Genera Number of 
species 

Aphananthe 5 

Gironniera 6 

Lozanella 2 

Cannabis 1 

Humulus 3 

Celtis 73 

Pteroceltis 1 

Chaetachme 1 

Trema 12 

and 

Parasponia 5 

Distribution 
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southwestern 
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Malaysia, 
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Mexico 
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FIGURE 2.1 Evolutionary relationships of the genera of the Cannabaceae, based on chloroplast DNA. Figure constructed from 
information in Yang et al. (2013), in which it is noted that Trema and Parasponia appear to warrant amalgamation into a 
single genus. Prepared by B. Brookes. 

 

 

• The tiny secretory glands of C. sativa that synthesize the intoxicant chemicals of the plant are harvested (as 

“trichomes,” “pollen,” “crystal,” or “hashish powder” as discussed in Chapter 12) and used as an extremely 

concentrated form of cannabis. Similarly, the tiny secretory glands of hop are harvested, often using similar 

techniques (Bishop 1966; Rigby 2000), and marketed commercially as a medicinal product. 

• The early stages of biosynthesis of the flavoring chemicals of H. lupulus bear similarities to those that produce 

the intoxicant chemicals of C. sativa (Raharjo et al. 2004). 

• Cannabis and Humulus can be grafted to each other (Crombie and Crombie 1975). 

• Like marijuana, the consumption of hops was once illegal: In England about 1500, after learning of how well 

hops preserved beer in continental Europe, British brewers started adding hops to ale (sweet beer made 

without hops), turning it into bitter beer. Henry VIII (1491–1547), responding to a petition to ban hop, described 

as “a wicked weed that would endanger the people,” outlawed the use of hop by brewers. His son, Edward VI 

(1537– 1553), rescinded the ban in 1552. 

• Like cannabis, in the nineteenth century, hops were an ingredient in many patent medi- cines. One of these 

was “hop bitters,” composed of hops in 30% alcohol. Its advertising slogan was “Take hop bitters three times a 

day, and you will have no doctor bills to pay.” 

• Like some cannabinoids of cannabis that under some condition produce sedation (discussed in Chapter 13), hops 

have been found to have sedative chemicals including the volatile alcohol dimethylvinyl carbinol (Small 2016). The 

terpene myrcene is prominent in both Cannabis and Humulus, and as noted in Chapter 9, myrcene-rich 

marijuana is thought to be exception- ally sedative. There is a long tradition of using hops as a sedative, 

including putting the cones in pillows and planting hops beside bedrooms to encourage sleep. The sedative 

value of hops led to it being used as a cure for “uncontrolled sexual desires and a quarrelsome nature.” In 

present-day Germany, hops are part of sleep preparations (Wichtl 2004). 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 2.2 Common hop (Humulus lupulus L.), a vine closely related to C. sativa. (a) Male branch. 
Female (fruiting) branch. (a and b: From Köhler, F.E., Medizinal-Pflanzen, Volume 2, Gera-Untermhaus, Berlin, Germany, 1887.) 

(c) Hop plantation, the vines trained to grow upwards on wires. Photo by Goliath  (CC BY 3.0). (d) Cone (homologous to a “bud” 

of Cannabis),  long-sectioned,  showing  yellow  lupulin glands (homologous to the stalked glandular hairs of Cannabis). Photo 

by David Gent, U.S. Department of Agriculture, online at Bugwood.org (CC BY 3.0). 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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• Like many chemicals in Cannabis, hops are rich in antibiotic compounds. Several hop constituents are very 

effective against gram-positive bacteria, which may explain why hop essences were once commonly used to 

treat tuberculosis patients. 

• Hop cones and hemp seeds are employed in food and both contain compounds with con- siderable antioxidant 

effects. Antioxidants protect against substances called free radicals, generated during metabolism, which are 

thought to worsen a range of diseases, including heart disease, stroke, and certain cancers. In the case of 

cannabis, several of the cannabi- noids are antioxidants, as well as such components as vitamin E in the seeds. 

In hops, the health-promoting antioxidants include prenylated flavonoids, which are accordingly found in beer. 

Unfortunately, to maximize health benefits, one would have to drink 450 L (about 1000 American pints) of beer 

daily. No one has calculated how much cannabis consump- tion is needed to realize benefits from its 

antioxidants. 

• It has often been suggested that hops are intoxicating, like marijuana. This may be partly due to the peddling 

by British merchants in the nineteenth century of a substance they called hopeine, alleged to be a narcotic 

derived from the finest wild American hops. In fact, it was a mixture of an aromatic oil and morphine. Many 

have been tempted to smoke hop leaves, although they are devoid of the mood-altering chemicals of 

marijuana. 

 

UNCERTAINTY REGARDING THE EARLY HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION OF 
CANNABIS AND PEOPLE 

Extinct genera (such as Australopithecus and Paranthropus) connect the human genus Homo to the other great apes 

(chimpanzees, gorillas, orangutans). Extinct species of the genus Homo are thought to have evolved less than three million years 

ago, while anatomically modern humans (Homo sapi- ens) may be less than 200,000 years of age. Given the recentness of 

human existence, it is obvious that C. sativa is much older, and clearly, the early evolution of the plant occurred in the absence of 

selective pressures by people. It is conceivable that some of the extinct species related to modern humans discovered the useful 

properties of Cannabis. However, cultural artefacts and fossilized remains of C. sativa (except for pollen grains) extend back at 

most for about 10,000 years in Eurasia (Fleming and Clarke 1998), and the older the evidence, the less reliable it is. 

Agriculture, which began as long ago as 11,000 BC in some places (Hancock 2012), is the foun- dation of civilization. Of the 

thousands of plant species that humans have used for various purposes, only a few dozen have been critical to the advancement 

of civilization, and C. sativa is one of these. Indeed, it is one of the most ancient of crops. The earliest archaeological evidence for 

human use of the plant has been speculated to be hemp strands in clay pots from tombs as old as 10,000 BC (Kung 1959; Chang 

1968), although this interpretation is doubtful. Cannabis may have been har- vested by the Chinese 8500 years ago (Schultes and 

Hofmann 1980), but it should be kept in mind that harvesting could have been from wild-growing plants. Cannabis has certainly 

been deliberately grown for at least 6000 years (Fleming and Clarke 1998). As with many major crops that trace to very early 

times, the early history of C. sativa is poorly known because it was cultivated and used well before the appearance of writing. 

 

 

 

 

LOCATION OF THE PREHUMAN DISTRIBUTION RANGE 

Cannabis sativa is widely regarded as indigenous to temperate, western or central Asia, but perhaps as far east as eastern Asia (Li 

1974). However, no precise area has been identified where the spe- cies occurred before it began its association with humans. 

De Candolle (1885), the first authorita- tive student of the biogeography of crop plants, speculated that the ancestral area was 

the southern Caspian region. Other authors (e.g., Walter 1938; Sharma 1979) have suggested that the plant is native to Siberia, 

China, or the Himalayas. Piomelli and Russo (2016) stated, “Cannabis originated in Central Asia and perhaps the Himalayan 

foothills.” Certainly, the plant is of Old World origin and in prehistorical times could have naturally occupied many areas across 

the breadth of Asia, as evidenced by the present success of wild-growing (ruderal) plants, which are widespread in Asia. 

Fossilized pollen grains of C. sativa that are preserved in sediments of lakes and bogs have some potential for discerning ancient 

distribution areas of the species. However, the grains of C. sativa and H. lupulus are quite difficult to distinguish (Fleming and 

Clarke 1998), and wild populations of both species frequently occur near streams and rivers, making it difficult to identify which 



 

species left pollen deposits in wetlands such as lakes and bogs where pollen is often preserved. 

As discussed later, there are discernible areas in Eurasia where C. sativa has been selected for fiber or marijuana (Figure 2.7), 

but it is well known from the study of other crops that such areas may represent secondary centers of selection—i.e., they were 

transported from an original, often quite distant indigenous area (Harlan 1951). 

The chief reason that there is uncertainty regarding the primeval location of C. sativa is that for at least the last 6000 years, it 

has been transported widely, providing extensive opportunities for establishment outside of its original range (Abel 1980; Clarke 

and Merlin 2013). Since the pres-  ent distribution of wild-growing plants in Asia is entirely or substantially the result of distribu- 

tion by humans, it is not a reliable guide to the original indigenous area. Because the species has been spread and modified by 

humans for millennia, there does not seem to be a reliable means of accurately determining its original geographical range, or 

even whether a plant collected in nature represents a primeval wild type or has been modified by domestication (Schultes 

1970). The seeds of some wild-growing populations in India are remarkably small, unlike those collected from any other area of 

the Old World, but whether this is indicative of a distinctive ancient wild form is unclear. As discussed in Chapter 17, whatever 

ecological constraints once limited C. sativa to its ancestral home range, over the millennia, it has become adapted to grow in 

much of the world. 

The hop genus Humulus is the closest relative to Cannabis, and indeed, the two genera were once considered to be the only 

ones in the Cannabaceae family. Given that they likely once had a common ancestor, the geographical distribution of Humulus 

might be informative of where Cannabis was once native. H. lupulus L. is native to virtually the entire northern hemisphere; H. 

japonicus Siebold & Zucc. (“H. scandens”) is indigenous to temperate Asia; and H. yunnanensis Hu is confined to Yunnan 

province in China (Small 1978a). The common area of the three species is China, and indeed, some have speculated that the 

country could be the original home of Cannabis (Boutain 2014). 

There has been speculation that C. sativa occurred in North America in pre-Columbian times, but this is almost certainly the 

result of confusion with “Indian hemp,” Apocynum cannabinum L. (Figure 2.3), a native of North America, the source of a stem 

fiber employed by native North Americans for clothing, hunting nets, fishing lines, and twine.



 

 

FIGURE 2.3 Left: Indian hemp (Apocynum cannabinum), a traditional stem fiber source of Native North Americans, which has been confused 

with C. sativa. Photo by Steve Dewey, Utah State University, Bugwood.org (CC BY 3.0). Right: Native American family (Chief Sevara, Utes tribe), 

photographed about 1899, showing costume partly prepared from native North American fiber plants. Public domain restored photo, Library of 

Congress. 

 

 

THE HABITAT OF ANCIENT WILD CANNABIS SATIVA 

The circumstances and adaptations of extant wild-growing populations of C. sativa provide a basis for judging its ecology before 

human influence. The species thrives in mammalian-manured, contin- uously moist but well-drained soil, in open areas with 

limited competition from other plants (Figure 2.4). This suggests that ancestral C. sativa grew on the alluvial soils near streams 

and other water bodies, and depended on herds of wild, large, mammalian grazers to deposit excrement (Figure 2.5). 

 

THE “CAMP-FOLLOWER” MODEL OF EARLY DOMESTICATION OF 
CANNABIS SATIVA 

Cannabis sativa is the most widely cited example of a crop that is postulated to have evolved ini- tially as a “camp follower” 

(Anderson 1954; Schultes 1970). Humans at the hunter-gatherer stage are thought to have been nomadic, often traveling among 

temporary camps and creating trails among these. Abandoned campsites and paths would tend to be open (unshaded), located 

frequently near lakes or streams, and the soils would be enriched by deposition of organic materials (excrement and unused 

remains of harvested animals and plants). Seeds and roots from gathered plants that humans would have selected for their 

usefulness would also be deposited in these open, fertilized areas. This amounts to selective planting of desirable plants in 

protected situations where they will receive excellent light and soil—a precursor of cultivation. Inevitably, people would have 

noticed and eagerly harvested materials from the plants that were growing along their routes and former homesteads, 

especially in garbage dumps, and such plants would have been among the first that would have been considered for deliberate 

planting.

http://www.bugwood.org/


 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 2.4 Ruderal (weedy) hemp near Ottawa, Canada. This photo shows several characteristic habitat features of C. sativa: (1) The plants 
are in an open, sunny location. (2) They are growing near a manure shed, in nitrogen-rich soil. (3) A stream is nearby, maintaining a moist 

substrate. (4) The soil near the stream is alluvial (sandy and well drained). (5) Competition from other plants is limited. 

 

 
FIGURE 2.5 An interpretation of the prehuman ecology of C. sativa. The habitat requirements of modern ruderal hemp (natural adaptation 

to well-manured, moist but well-drained soils and open sunny locations, as shown in Figure 2.4) suggest that the ancestral plants thrived 

near streams frequented by mammalian herds. Przewalski’s horse, native to the steppes of central Asia, is illustrated. Drawn by B. Flahey. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE  2.6  An interpretation of the early domestication of C. sativa in accord with the “camp-follower”  and “dump-heap” hypotheses of 

crop origin. The plant would have been collected from the wild as a source of stem fiber, edible seeds, and inebriating resin. Seeds discarded 

on refuse dumps near temporary camps would have found ideal conditions (manured soil, an open sunny location, probably proximity to a 

water sup- ply, and limited competition), and consequently would have become desirable companions for mankind. The pipe-smoking 

shown represents artistic license, as ancient methods of smoke inhalation in the Old World are controversial (Clarke and Merlin 2013). 

Drawn by B. Flahey. 

 

As described by Anderson (1954), this explanation is variously known as the “rubbish heap” or “dump heap” hypothesis (in 

archaeology, rubbish heaps are referred to as “kitchen middens”). It is interesting that, in parallel, some monkeys have been 

shown to cre- ate “monkey gardens”—concentrations of preferred food plants in areas where they have discarded seeds (Rindos 

1984). Uncultivated, colonizing plants that grow vigorously in human-cleared areas are known as weeds. It is no accident that 

many, probably the majority, of the world’s major domesti- cated crops are related to, or are known to have originated from, such 

plants. The ability to be weedy clearly preadapts plants to being domesticated. Cannabis sativa is superbly adapted for the role 

of camp follower. It is very weedy by nature. It is also a nitrophile (nitrogen-loving species) and would have grown exceptionally 

well in the nitrogen-rich manured soils around early settlements. Its propa- gules are thought to be distributed by streams, which, 

as noted previously, are often near campsites, as well as by people and animals, including domesticates. Because Cannabis has 

products (stem fiber, edible seeds, and intoxicating tissues) that could have been easily harvested and utilized by prehistoric 

peoples, it was almost certainly associated with humans in very early times (Figure 2.6). 

 

HOW ADAPTATION TO STREAMSIDE SOILS LED TO WATER-
BASED FIBER EXTRACTION 

Alluvial soils near streams and rivers are typically sandy or silty and well-drained—exactly the kind of soil conditions in which C. 

sativa grows best. It would seem likely, therefore, that humans com- monly encountered the plant near water. People would have 

noticed that the stems of plants that fell into the water disintegrated in several weeks because of rotting but left behind the 

valuable fibers (see “water retting” in Chapter 7). Subsequently, they likely deliberately steeped plants in the water to obtain the 

fiber. When agriculture was adopted, plants were likely grown near streams and rivers to take advantage of the suitable soils and 

conveniently close water that could be used to extract the fiber. 



 

 

 

 

FIGURE 2.7 Approximate postulated geographical locations of the two groups of fiber plants and the two groups of marijuana plants 

domesticated more than a millennium ago and subsequently transported to other parts of the world. Detailed information concerning the 

evolution, classification, and nomenclature of the groups is presented in Chapter 18. Prepared by B. Brookes. 

 

EARLIEST GEOGRAPHICAL CENTERS OF THE FOUR KINDS OF 
DOMESTICATED CANNABIS SATIVA 

For most of its historical association with humans, C. sativa was primarily valued as a source of stem fiber, considerably less so as 

an intoxicant, and only to a very limited extent as an oilseed crop. Fiber aspects of the species are examined in Chapter 7. “Hemp” 

(C. sativa grown for fiber) is one of the oldest textile fiber crops, with extant remains of hempen cloth trailing back six millennia. 

Cannabis sativa grown for fiber was introduced to western Asia and Egypt and, subsequently, to Europe somewhere between 

1000 and 2000 BC. As illustrated by the two green distribution areas in Figure 2.7, there is evidence that hemp domestication 

occurred particularly in China in very early times (millennia ago) and later in Europe (where hemp became widespread after 500 

AD). Detailed information on intoxicant races of C. sativa is provided in Chapters 11 to 13. Intoxicating races were domesticated in 

southern Asia. In most of the range, the so-called “sativa type” dominated, whereas in a much smaller area in southwestern Asia, 

the so-called “indica type” was selected. Detailed information concerning the evolution, classification, and nomenclature of the 

four domesticated groups is presented in Chapter 18. 

 

EARLY OLD WORLD GEOGRAPHY OF FIBERvAND MARIJUANA CLASSES 
OF CANNABIS SATIVA 

As illustrated in Figure 2.8, dating back at least a millennium in the Old World, there developed a remarkable north–south 

separation of C. sativa selections grown mostly for fiber and those grown particularly for intoxicating drug preparations. In 

Europe and northern Asia, C. sativa was grown virtually exclusively for fiber, occasionally for its edible seeds (also useful for 

lubricating and illu- mination oil). In southern Asia and Africa, the nonintoxicant uses of the stem fiber and oilseed were 

sometimes exploited, but the plants were particularly employed for drugs for recreational, cultural, and spiritual purposes. 

Clearly (as discussed in Chapter 18), strong selection for fiber in the north led to the evolution of races of C. sativa with 

characteristics maximizing fiber production. Conversely, strong selection in the south led to the evolution of races of C. sativa 

with characteris- tics maximizing the production of inebriating drug content. A side effect of the north–south split is adaptation 

to the different length of daylight encountered in the two areas, as discussed in Chapter 5 dealing with photoperiodism.  

Northern fiber-type races are particularly adapted to relatively early flowering to survive in the shorter growing seasons of the 

north. At least the sativa type marijuana class of plant is adapted to flowering quite late, taking advantage of the longer growing 

seasons of the south (the indica type was selected for a relatively short growing season). 
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FIGURE 2.8 Approximate pre-Columbian distribution of fiber C. sativa (in green) and marijuana C. sativa 
(in red). Prepared by B. Brookes. 

 

 

EARLY MIGRATIONS OF FIBER AND MARIJUANA KINDS OF 
DOMESTICATED CANNABIS SATIVA 

Of the four kinds of domesticated C. sativa noted in Figure 2.7, the European fiber kind and the sativa type marijuana kind became 

predominant in being cultivated outside of Eurasia. Major transporta- tion routes of the European fiber (hemp) kind of plant and 

of the sativa type marijuana kind of plant to the New World in post-Columbian times up to the mid-nineteenth century are shown 

in Figure 2.9. 

 

 

 
FIGURE 2.9 Principal distribution routes of C. sativa. In green: transport of European fiber hemp to the Americas, from the 
late sixteenth to the mid-nineteenth centuries. In red: transport of sativa type marijuana, from ca. 1000 AD to the early 
twentieth century. Prepared by B. Brookes. 
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FIGURE 2.10 A porcelain dish (dated 1700–1800 AD) showing Magu, the hemp goddess. Photo by Daderot, showing an exhibit in the Asian 

Art Museum, San Francisco (CC0 1.0). 

 

During this period, the Americas served as important areas of cultivation of fiber hemp, while cultiva- tion of marijuana races 

became widespread in much of coastal Africa. An excellent documentation of historical usage and cultural diffusion of Cannabis is 

provided by Clarke and Merlin (2013). 

 

CURIOSITIES OF SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND HUMAN BEHAVIOR 

 

• Words for cannabis (the plant or its preparations) are apparently absent from the Old Testament (but see 

Bennett 2010, who provides evidence to the contrary). As pointed out by Mechoulam et al. (1991), this is odd 

because the Assyrians who interacted considerably with the Old Testament Jews (Assyria thrived from about 

2500 BC to 605 BC) extensively employed cannabis as an inebriant and medicament. Mechoulam et al. suggest 

that the writers of the Old Testament wished to suppress pagan influences and so censored all men- tion of 

intoxicating cannabis (and opium, as well). 

• Ancient China was the first site of extensive domestication and usage of Cannabis, and one of the earliest 

reflections of its value is the mythological Chinese “hemp maiden” or “hemp goddess,” Magu (Figure 2.10), 

described as a beautiful young woman with long birdlike fingers. Tracing to Taoist legends, she is also known as 

the Goddess of Longevity and the symbolic protector of females. 



 

The Ecology of Wild Cannabis sativa 
 

THE NATURE OF “WILDNESS” 

When plants grow exclusively in nature, the term “wild” accurately describes them. However, many plants have been removed 

from their natural area and changed genetically to suit the needs or whims of humans, and sometimes, such genetically changed 

plants escape from cultivation and reestablish in nature. Sometimes, hybridization between genetically changed plants and their 

wild ancestors occurs, changing the latter. In either of these latter two circumstances, the term “wild” can be mis- leading 

because humans have in fact removed some of the genes that contributed to the wildness of the plant. The word “wild” has 

been used in a broad sense to include all populations growing out- side of cultivation and, in a narrow sense, to refer to 

populations of a species that are uninfluenced genetically by domestication. As discussed in Chapter 18, wild-growing plants of 

Cannabis sativa, insofar as has been determined, are either escapes from domesticated forms or the results of thou- sands of 

years of widespread genetic exchange with domesticated plants, making it virtually impos- sible to determine if unaltered 

primeval or ancestral populations still exist. Moreover, because the species has been spread and modified by humans for 

millennia, there does not seem to be a reliable means of accurately determining its original geographical range or even whether 

a plant collected in nature represents a primeval wild type or has been influenced by domestication. 

Plants of C. sativa growing outside of cultivation exhibit various degrees of “wildness,” as noted in this chapter. Several terms are 

used to denote plants of different extents of “wildness,” and it    is critical to be aware of the ambiguity of these terms in 

discussing C. sativa. Plants that develop as a result of seeds unintentionally scattered from cultivated plants are said to be 

“volunteers,” a label used in agriculture. Such plants are not really wild, although they may occur in uncultivated places. For the 

most part, volunteers appear in or very near the field where the maternal plants were grown. The word “spontaneous” is used in 

floristics (the study of plant geography or distribution) to denote plants that appear locally as a result of human activities, but do 

not spread. Such plants can be domesticates (e.g., tomatoes growing only on refuse heaps where tomato seeds were discarded; 

cereals growing only near mills where the seeds were processed) but may also be wild somewhere in the world but growing in 

foreign locations that are not particularly hospitable and so incapable of spreading. This localized appearance of foreign plants 

often occurred when their seeds were unin- tentionally transported and discarded in disposable ship ballast, subsequently 

growing only where the ballast was discarded. The term “ruderal” (applied both to plants and their habitats) means growing in 

waste places or rubbish and is descriptive of the habitat of perhaps the majority of weeds. One also encounters “feral,” applied to 

wild C. sativa (and other weeds), although mostly, the word is used for escaped domesticated animals (such as dogs and horses) 

that are living outside of human control. Both the words feral and ruderal are ambiguous, since they are applied to (a) those 

escaped domesticates that basically retain all of their domesticated characteristics but nevertheless establish and spread 

vigorously outside of cultivation and (b) types of plants that differ dramatically from domesticates, with adaptations specifically 

suited to wild existence. 

The term “naturalized” is employed to denote plants that have managed to colonize and grow successfully in areas where they 

were once absent. The term “weedy” applies to plants that simi- larly grow successfully in areas where they were once absent 

but often do so particularly aggres- sively and successfully (extremely aggressive weeds are often called “invasives”). As discussed 

in the next section, populations of C. sativa that can be described as naturalized and/or weedy have 

 



 

evolved adaptations (particularly seed characteristics) suiting them to wild existence. In this book, the terms “weedy” and 

“ruderal” should be understood to refer to “wild C. sativa” with specific adaptations for living in nature. 

 

EVALUATING WILDNESS IN CANNABIS SATIVA POPULATIONS 

As noted later in the section on seed ecology in this chapter, plants domesticated either for marijuana or industrial 

(nonintoxicating) usage have seeds that differ in several characteristics from plants that are adapted to growing in the wild. 

Syndromes of contrasting features of the seeds clearly differen- tiate plants that have been domesticated (for fiber, oilseed, or 

drug use) from plants that have lived outside of cultivation for many generations. The seed characteristics found in domesticated 

plants adapt them to cultivation, and in contrast, the seed characteristics found in plants growing outside of cultivation adapt 

them to life outside of cultivation. Indeed, intermediate development of these seed characteristics indicates the extent to which 

a given population has been domesticated or, alterna- tively, is re-adapting to living in the wild. 

Named hemp cultivars and marijuana strains of C. sativa almost always exhibit the domesticated syndrome of seed 

characteristics, as indeed do almost all plants of the species that are cultivated. This domesticated syndrome is quite deleterious 

for free-living plants in nature, so plants growing outside of cultivation that have the domesticated syndrome of seed 

characteristics almost certainly have been planted (usually illegally) or have recently escaped from cultivation. 

Cannabis sativa growing outside of cultivation is basically a weed, growing mostly in habitats created or modified by humans 

(Figure 3.1). 

 

GEOGRAPHY OF WILD CANNABIS SATIVA 

In Eurasia, weedy hemp is particularly widespread in southeast and central Asia and widespread  in many European countries. 

To a lesser extent, C. sativa is found outside of cultivation in South America, Australia, and Africa (Davidyan 1972). According to 

Haney and Kutscheid (1975), 

C. sativa seldom becomes naturalized as a result of escapes from cultivated hemp in subtropical and tropical areas, perhaps 

indicative of the species being naturally adapted to a north-temperate climate. Wild plants in the Old World have adapted to 

various habitats for thousands (probably millions) of years, while those in North America have a history of only a few hundred 

years. Not surprisingly, in Eurasia, the species grows wild over an enormous range of climates and altitudes, much greater than 

in North America. Vavilov (1926b) observed vast stands of wild hemp in Eurasia. In the Himalayas, C. sativa occurs at altitudes of 

thousands of meters, whereas in North America, uncultivated plants are uncommon at sites over a few hundred meters. 

In North America, C. sativa has been collected in natural areas from British Columbia to New Brunswick in Canada (Small 1972b, 

1997; Small et al. 2003), and from the 48 conterminous states and Washington, DC (least collected in Mississippi and Idaho). 

However, many plants appar- ently growing outside of cultivation are in fact illicitly grown plants or are recent (“spontaneous”) 

escapes from cultivation (in either case, the seeds reveal that they are domesticated races). In North America, weedy 

populations (possessing the characteristics of plants adapted to wild existence) are best established in the American Midwest 

and Northeast, and in southern Ontario and southern Quebec (especially along the St. Lawrence and lower Great Lakes), all areas 

where hemp cultivation was concentrated historically. Many wild North American populations may have been derived from 

escapes during the resurgence in cultivation in both Canada and the United States during World War II. Naturalized hemp is 

uncommon in the western United States, rare in the United States south of 37°N latitude, and very rare in Mexico (Haney and 

Kutscheid 1975). 

 

The rate of spread of wild hemp was studied by Haney and Bazzaz (1970), using herbarium collection data for the United States 

from 1870 to 1970. Over the century, they observed a steady increase in the number of counties of the United States in which 

wild hemp was collected, from less than 50 in 1870 to more than 400 in 1970. Lush, extensive stands are developed in Iowa, 

Illinois, and Missouri, and more limited stands with smaller plants in most of the northeastern United States and Canada. In the 

western United States, where wild hemp is least successful, only small scattered colonies of hemp growing outside of cultivation 

are generally found, but these are often near cities, suggesting that they may be recent escapes. 

Were it not for long-continued efforts by law-enforcement personnel to eradicate plants in North America, C. sativa would be 

more commonly encountered growing in natural areas. Given the resurgence of licensed cultivation of industrial hemp in 

Canada and the possibility that the United States will also permit such growth, escapes from cultivation will probably result in 

wild-growing plants becoming more common (perhaps even invigorated) in the future in North America. 

 



 

 

FIGURE 3.1 Ruderal (weedy) C. sativa in Turkey (above) and in eastern Canada (below). 

 

 

 

 

 

HABITATS AND PLANT COMMUNITIES OCCUPIED 

Vavilov (1926b) noted that in Eurasia, “Wild and weed hemp grow chiefly on the borders of the fields, in ravines, hollows, on 

rubbish heaps near settlements or habitations in general, near sown plots on soils that are rich and not sod-bound.” As a weed 

in North America, C. sativa occurs in farmyards, waste places, vacant lots, in disturbed areas of pastures, occasionally in fallow 

fields, and along or beside roadsides, railways, ditches, creeks, fence rows, borders of cultivated fields, bridge embankments, 

lowland drainage tributaries, and open woods (Haney and Bazzaz 1970; Haney and Kutscheid 1975). The species seems very 

poorly adapted to penetrating into established stands of perennial vegetation and generally invades such areas only after the 

soil is freshly disturbed. As a colonizer, weedy hemp spreads slowly, except in drainage channels (the appellation “ditch weed” 

reflects its preadaptation to moist depressions). Weedy hemp in the United States is often found in alluvial sites disturbed by 

flooding (Haney and Bazzaz 1970). Haney and Kutscheid (1975) found that disturbance of the soil was extremely important in 

determining whether or not C. sativa would establish in Illinois, and moreover, the less fertile the site, the more hemp was 

dependent upon soil disturbance. Haney and Kutscheid (1975) also observed that wild hemp populations in Illinois do not persist 

at a given site, unless continuously disturbed, but may remain in a given area provided nearby disturbed sites are regularly 

generated. These authors noted that nearly all the populations they studied were on sites repeatedly disturbed by cultural 

activities, such as mowing, cultivation of soil, stream channel improvements, and refuse disposal. They also concluded that 

ruderal hemp is progressively more restricted to optimum and disturbed sites toward the ecological limits of its range. A survey 

of 1774 wild hemp stands in Kansas by Eaton et al. (1972) showed that 94%  of  the stands were associated with such past soil 

disturbances as construction, land clearing, tillage, livestock trampling, or flooding. Wild hemp was found in borders of cultivated 

fields (55%; primar- ily fence rows), on nonagricultural land (24%; primarily right-of-ways and bridge embankments), native 



 

pastures (12%), abandoned fields (4%), cultivated pastures (3%), and in cultivated fields (2%). Wherever it is found, ruderal C. 

sativa usually associates with other weeds, as one would expect from the habitats and sites described here. 

 

CLIMATE LIMITATIONS 

Reflective of its extensive geographical distribution, ruderal C. sativa occurs in a wide range of climates. Most accounts of the 

meteorological limits of C. sativa refer to the domesticated plant, which has narrower tolerances than the wild-growing 

counterpart. 

 

Temperature 

Cannabis sativa does not tolerate cold temperatures well, but once again, the weedy forms are more stress-tolerant than 

domesticated plants. In northern areas, the seeds germinate at lower tem- peratures and the seedlings and young plants survive 

frost better than do cultivars (Haney and Kutscheid 1975). Haney and Kutscheid (1975) observed that ruderal plants in Illinois 

germinated in early April, at lower temperatures than most other weedy annuals, and moreover that frost-damaged seedlings 

were never observed. Ruderal plants may grow more rapidly in cold temperatures than cultivars grown locally, but it should be 

remembered that wild populations have been selected for optimal growth under local environments for many generations while 

cultivars have often been selected in foreign environments. One may presume that wild plants that have become adjusted to 

near-tropical conditions near the equator have different physiological adaptations from wild plants adapted to temperate and 

subarctic areas. 

 

 

Water 

Both domesticated and wild plants of C. sativa are tolerant of hot, arid conditions provided that the roots are adequately 

supplied with water, but ruderal plants in Europe have  been observed     to be much more drought resistant than cultivars 

(Janischevsky 1924). In North America, Haney and Bazzaz (1970) noted that wild hemp in sandy soils in Illinois survives dry 

conditions in deep, loose-textured soils by virtue of the roots growing to gain access to deep water sources. The gen- eral 

absence of weedy hemp in western North America has been explained in part on the basis of the relative dryness of the West 

(Haney and Bazzaz 1970). While C. sativa prefers moist soils, it does not tolerate waterlogging. As noted in Chapter 7 regarding 

hemp cultivars and in Chapter 12 regarding marijuana strains, some cultivated biotypes are susceptible to fungi in humid 

climates, but presumably, wild plants that have been present in an area for many generations have become adapted to the local 

humidity. 

 

Light intensity 

Both domesticated and wild plants of C. sativa develop best in full sun, and weedy plants thrive in open areas. However, some 

wild plants have been observed growing moderately well in shaded hab- itats in Europe (Janischevsky 1924) and Canada (Small et 

al. 2003). Janischevsky (1924) concluded that wild plants were more shade-tolerant than cultivated plants. In general, however, 

C. sativa usually develops comparatively poorly in the shade. 

 

Photoperiod 

As detailed in Chapter 5, induction of flowering in most populations of C. sativa (except those adapted to the northernmost and 

tropical areas) is controlled by relative length of light from day to day, the plants normally flowering in the shortening days of 

late summer, although drought often speeds up maturation. Ruderal populations that have become adapted to their local 

region flower early enough to allow seeds to mature before a killing frost. Because of the briefer season, wild plants tend to be 

shorter at more northern latitudes and higher altitudes, although more suitable cultural conditions promote larger plants 

everywhere. 

 

EDAPHIC (SOIL) LIMITATIONS 

Cannabis sativa grows best on sandy loams. Because it is very intolerant of waterlogged soils, weedy hemp seldom survives on 

soils high in clay that retain water. Haney and Kutscheid (1975) found that weedy hemp in Illinois appeared to tolerate many 

soils (but not those with more than 40% clay), provided that the roots receive adequate aeration. Well-drained bottom land is 



 

particularly attractive to ruderal hemp, and it is often found near streams and creeks. 

Nitrogen is the element that most plants in nature find to be so deficient in availability that growth is limited. As expected, 

therefore, most of the world’s plant species are adapted to substrates in which nitrogen is in short supply, and very few are 

nitrophiles (nitrogen-loving). Plants classi- fied as nitrophiles are dependent on high levels of available nitrogen in the substrate 

and strip soils readily of nitrogen. Wild C. sativa is a nitrophile, growing lushly in nitrogen-rich habitats such as well-manured 

sites, but growing very poorly when the element is deficient (Figure 3.2). Indeed, one of the dependable indicators of the 

possible occurrence of weedy C. sativa is the presence of nearby manure or livestock. Vavilov (1926b) noted that wild hemp in 

Russia thrives in low places and ravines into which wild animal excrement is washed and on soils fertilized by grazing cattle. 

Manure not only supplies nutrients, but also the humus is important in retaining moisture that hemp demands (Dewey 1914). 

Weedy hemp is often found on the margins of crop fields, where the plants can take advantage of fertilizer run-off. 

Weedy hemp in the United States has been collected on sandy soils very low in nitrogen, but the plants are dwarfed (Haney and 

Bazzaz 1970). Like many weeds, C. sativa is very flexible, able to survive as a dwarf in infertile ground but responding with 

dramatically increased growth to a good supply of soil nutrients (Janischevsky 1924). 

It is well known that C. sativa requires ample calcium to grow well. This is consistent with the species’ natural adaptation to 

circumneutral soils that are not notably acidic. It also seems to reflect the large amounts of calcium that the plant accumulates 

as calcium carbonate at the base of the very numerous cystolithic hairs that cover the above-ground shoot, and as numerous 

calcium oxalate crystals within the leaves and stems (Bergfjord and Holst 2010). 

 

 

 

FIGURE 3.2 Cannabis sativa plants subjected to deficiencies of (left to right) nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium and (at 

right) a control that received complete nutrition. These phenotypic responses indicate con- siderable flexibility with respect 

to soil infertility, allowing the species to produce at least some seeds under extreme conditions. Small et al. (1975) reported 

that the dwarfed plants were more or less comparable to the control in concentration of the intoxicating ingredient THC. 

 

 

SEED ECOLOGY 

Cannabis sativa reproduces by small, slightly flattened one-seeded fruits (classified as achenes), usually referred to as “seeds.” 

Haney and Kutscheid (1975) stated, “Seed production data probably provide the greatest insight to the ecology of hemp.” Wild 

(ruderal or weedy) hemp, almost every- where it occurs, was derived from plants that escaped from cultivation in the past, and 

re-evolved characteristics suited to wild existence. As detailed in the following, the seeds of wild C. sativa are remarkably suited 

to survival in nature by means of a number of adaptations. Wild populations that have been free from the selective influences of 

cultivation for many generations manifest extreme development of these adaptations, and conversely, populations only recently 

escaped from cultiva- tion show only weak or no development of these features. 
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Appearance 

The seeds (achenes) of wild plants have morphological features that easily distinguish them from the seeds of plants that are 

cultivated, either for fiber, oilseed, or illicit drugs (Small 1975a; Figures3.3 through 3.5). These features, discussed in the 

following, are clearly adaptive. 

 

Size 

In nature, all plants arrive at a compromise between the number of seeds produced and their size. Like humans, some plants 

put considerable energy into generating a small number of progeny, which they very carefully nurture. Very large, one-seeded 

fruits like coconut, which provide a huge amount of “milk” for the embro, exemplify this. More typically, plants produce a very 

large number of quite small seeds in the expectation that only a few will find suitable habitats and escape destruc- tion. 

Dandelions exemplify the extreme of producing a huge number of tiny seeds. Cannabis sativa is intermediate in producing a 

medium number of moderately sized seeds, by plant standards. The species has adopted a strategy that allows small plants to 

produce at least some seeds, and larger plants to produce many seeds. 

The seeds of wild plants of C. sativa are smaller than those of domesticated plants (Figure 3.3). Seed weight in C. sativa varies 

enormously, from more than 1000 seeds to the gram in some wild Asian plants to less than 15 seeds to the gram for some 

cultivated plants (Vavilov 1926b; Watson and Clarke 1997). Usually, the seeds of wild strains are smaller than 3.8 mm in length, 

in contrast to the larger seeds of domesticated selections. The ecology of the species may differ considerably accord- ing to the 

size of the seeds, and this remains to be studied. The smallest seeds occur in ecotypes native to alpine foothills of the 

Himalayas, possibly an adaptation to surviving at an ecological limit that is so stressful that it permits only a minimal amount of 

seed reserves to be accumulated before the plants expire. Large size of seeds in domesticated plants is usually the result of 

selection for a desired product in the seeds (frequently for food), but also, larger seeds provide a greater store of food reserves 

for successful germination and establishment. As discussed in Chapter 8 dealing with oilseed cannabis, larger seed size of 

domesticated seeds could be partly due to the practice of deep planting, requiring large vigorous seedlings to be able to grow 

out of the deep soil. 

 

 

 

FIGURE  3.3  Achenes (“seeds”) of C. sativa (areas of attachment to the plant are uppermost). Left side   shows two achenes 

of a domesticated plant, right side shows two achenes of a ruderal plant. The domesticated fruits are larger, lack a camouflagic 

persistent covering layer derived from the perianth, and lack an elongated attachment base that facilitates disarticulation in 

the wild form. 
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FIGURE  3.4  Comparison by light microscope (above) and scanning microscope (below) of attachment area  of domesticated 
achenes (left) and wild (ruderal) achenes (right). In the wild fruits, a well-developed abscis- sion area is present, and a basal 
“neck” that facilitates disarticulation is evident. 

 

 

 

FIGURE 3.5 (a) Light microscope view of perianth (petal tissue) covering seed (achene) of a wild form of 
C. sativa. Notice that pigmentation (dark areas) is associated principally with vascular (fluid-conducting) tissue. (b) Scanning 

electron micrograph of perianth-derived achene covering layer; note areas of straight, aligned cells making up vascular tissue, 

and areas of nonpigmented areas (regions of cells with wavy mar- gins). (c) Scanning electron micrograph of exocarp (fruit 

wall) of an achene of a wild form, showing portion covered by persistent perianth and areas where this covering has sloughed 

off. Photos from Small, E., Can. J. Bot., 53, 978–987, 1975. 
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Seed Shedding 

In nature, plants reproduce mainly by distributing propagules, mostly seeds and fruits (occa- sionally vegetative tissues), 

commonly by wind, water, gravity, and cooperating wild animals. Humans have domesticated many wild plants, frequently 

specifically to harvest the seeds or fruits. Most wild plants cast off their seeds or fruits as soon as they mature, by various 

mecha- nisms. This has two undesirable consequences from an agricultural perspective: when a seed or fruit drops away, it is 

more difficult to collect; and when seeds or fruits do not remain attached to the plant at maturity, it necessitates repeated 

collection of propagules from each plant over the weeks that they sequentially mature. Selecting mutations that inactivate the 

separation mecha- nism (abscission, i.e., breaking away of fruits at their base so they fall away) or the dehiscence mode (i.e., 

opening of fruits to release seeds) with the result that the mature seeds or fruits remain on the plant greatly facilitates 

harvest. This reduction of “shattering” (natural shedding of seeds at maturity) is the most important way that humans have 

domesticated the majority of crops (Harlan 1995; Fuller and Allaby 2009). Cereals currently supply more than half of the 

calories consumed by humans (Small 2009), and in all of them, a “domesticated syndrome” of characteristics is recognizable 

whereby the “grains” (fruits technically termed caryopses) have lost the features in their wild ancestors that cause them to 

detach and scatter away (see, for example, Sakuma et al. 2011). 

Although the precise anatomical and morphological features that facilitate release of cereal grains and the seeds of C. sativa 

differ, one can recognize a syndrome of seed characteristics that differentiate wild C. sativa from domesticated kinds of fiber 

hemp, oilseed hemp, and marijuana plants. The key feature enabling rapid release of seeds at maturity is the presence of an 

“abscission zone” (area of weak cells that weaken at maturity) at the base of the seed. At the base of the can- nabis seed, one 

often views a circular scar (sometimes referred to as a “horseshoe” in European literature), the remnants of a plane of 

weakened tissue that served to disarticulate the seed from  the stem to which it was attached. In conjunction with this feature, 

the base of the seed is often attenuated (elongated and narrowing), a characteristic that assists the seed to fall away easily from 

surrounding tissues of the infructescence (fruit-bearing portion of the plant). The combination of an attenuated base and a well-

developed abscission zone in wild seeds (illustrated in Figures 3.3 and 3.4) facilitates disarticulation as soon as the fruits are ripe, 

and this is essential given the consider- able predation by birds on seeds that remain attached to the plant. 

In addition to the features described here, humans have selected seed-bearing crops that mature most of their seeds more or 

less simultaneously, to minimize harvest loss. As well, a highly con- gested fruit axis (adjacent seeds very close together along 

with bracts and young leaves) makes it very difficult for seeds to fall away from the plant and facilitates harvest of the seeds. A 

corn cob illustrates just how close together seeds can be packed and how most of them mature more or less simultaneously. 

These features are evident in plants selected for yield of seeds (as described in Chapter 8). By contrast, wild C. sativa plants 

mature seeds sequentially over a long season, and the seeds are relatively well separated so that they do not interfere with each 

other’s ability to fall off the plant. 

 

Protective Thick Shell 

In contrast to domesticated seeds, wild seeds have a comparatively thick fruit wall or “hull.” This protects the seeds against 

mechanical abrasion; (2) makes it more difficult for herbivores to break open the seeds and consume the embryos; (3) makes it 

more difficult for water to penetrate, so that the seeds won’t germinate and will remain dormant, providing for germination over 

several years; and (4) keeps oxygen from entering and degrading the storage oil. Possibly, the thick shell also serves to protect 

the seeds from being digested while they are in the gut of some animals, so that they will be deposited and germinate in the 

animal’s excrement, an environment to which cannabis is adapted. 

 

Camouflage 

A camouflagic mottled layer covers the seeds of wild C. sativa, providing some protection for the fallen seeds against 

mammalian and insect herbivores. The layer is developmentally homologous with the perianth—the petals and sepals of many 

flowers. The dark appearance of wild seeds also contributes to their being inconspicuous. By contrast, as discussed in Chapter 8 

dealing with oilseed cannabis, light-colored seeds have often been selected in cultivated plants. 

 

 

Germinayion Behavior 

Dormancy 

Unlike the seeds of cultivated varieties of C. sativa, wild seeds of the species are generally at least somewhat dormant and 

germinate irregularly, features that obviously adapt the plants to the envi- ronmental fluctuations typical of wild habitats. The 

dormancy requirement is typically satisfied by a period of cold treatment, aging, or some other natural condition furnished by 



 

nature. Haney and Kutscheid (1975) found that some fully mature Kansas wild hemp seeds could be germinated in  the 

laboratory within three weeks of maturity in the fall, while seeds stored at room temperature reached maximum germinability 

in three months, but seeds stored at 5°C reached maximum germinability only after five months (immature seeds, if viable, 

required a considerable period before they could be germinated). Janischevsky’s (1924) study of Russian wild hemp seeds 

showed that fewer than 10% could be germinated immediately after maturation, but that repeated watering and drying cycles 

increased germination (water-soluble germination inhibitors may be present in wild hemp). Vavilov (1926b) and Scholz (1957) 

noted that the germination of Russian wild hemp proceeded very slowly and intermittently, the seeds often remaining dormant 

for weeks or even months, with typically only 10% germinating promptly. 

 

Longevity 

Dormancy is a natural adaptation delaying germination, but in C. sativa the delay is not much longer than a few years, since the 

seeds are not naturally long-lived. Haney and Kutscheid (1975) reported that seeds from ruderal Kansas populations declined in 

viability from 70% to 4.4% in 15 months of soil burial, an observation suggesting that seeds do not persist in a viable state in the 

soil for more than two or three years. Indeed, recommendations to control weedy volunteer hemp often mention that the site 

should be viewed for possible reappearance of the plant for two or three years (e.g., Illinois Bureau of Investigation, undated; 

Eaton 1972). Small et al. (2003) observed that volunteer plants appeared for up to four years following experimen- tal 

cultivation of wild plants in Ottawa, Canada. Goss (1924) tested germination of hemp seeds that had been buried in soil for 24 

years and observed no germination in tests conducted over several years. Under artificial controlled conditions, the seeds of C. 

sativa can be stored for decades, as described in Chapters 7 and 17. 

 

Environmental Factors Controlling Germination 

Although seeds of C. sativa will germinate in the light or in darkness, B.J. Eaton (unpublished typescript circulated 1972) noted 

that light partially inhibited the germination of wild hemp of Kansas. This may represent a natural adaptation for seeds to await 

the darkness of being buried  by soil before germination. Wild (feral) seeds germinate better after a period of storage at cold 

temperatures, while domesticated seeds germinate quickly on being watered (Small et al. 2003), reflecting adaptation to 

remaining dormant overwinter by wild seeds. Clearly, wild seeds benefit from a period of cold stratification to overcome 

germination inhibitors (Small and Brookes 2012). As noted in Chapter 7, wild seeds in northern areas germinate at lower 

temperatures in the spring than the seeds of domesticated plants, indicating adaptation to the cold spring temperatures of 

north temperature climates. 

 

Seedling development 

Seedlings normally appear in early spring and grow rapidly in suitable habitats. Once germina- tion begins, a radicle (root of the 

embryo) emerges and grows into the soil (Figure 3.6a). The next significant event is the emergence from the fruit of the two 

cotyledons (primary leaflets). One     of the two cotyledons of the seedlings is usually larger than the other (Figures 3.6b,c,d 

and 3.7), a phenomenon termed “anisocotyledony.” This has been recorded for C. sativa in the literature (e.g., Walter 1938; 

Berkman 1939; Clarke 1981), although it is not well known. The first paired true leaves are simple (each with just one leaflet). 

The second and/or third paired true leaves     are compound (each with more than one leaflet), with serrate (saw-edged) 

margins, and the leaf arrangement during early development is decussate (opposite, each succeeding pair rotated 180°), a 

combination of features that distinguishes C. sativa seedlings from those of most other weedy species. 

Small and Antle (2007) discovered that in about 10% of seedlings, the clamshell-like fruit coat (pericarp) persists on the larger 

(“outer”) cotyledon (Figure 3.6c) but falls off by the time the seed- ling becomes several days old. A dark, somewhat thickened 

area of the seed coat (the “cap”) also persists on the tips of the outer cotyledons in about 25% of seedlings (Figure 3.6d). 

Seedlings of most plants are very difficult to identify when they have just developed cotyledons, but the features noted in this 

paragraph can be very helpful in identifying them as C. sativa (Small and Antle 2007). 

 



 

 

 

FIGURE 3.6 Seedling development of C. sativa. (a) Germinating achene (“seed”). (b) Cotyledons recently emerged from achene. 

Left, edge view of cotyledons. Right, lamina view of cotyledons. Note that one cotyle- don (the “inner cotyledon”) is 

characteristically larger than the other (the “outer cotyledon”). (c) Pericarp (fruit coat) persisting on the “outer cotyledon” of 

a seedling. (d) Complementary views (rotated 180°) of a seedling in which a portion of the seed coat is persistent as a “cap” 

on the outer cotyledon. Compare anatomical details in Figure 8.3. Drawings by B. Flahey. 

FIGURE 3.7 Top view of young seedling. Photo by Avriette (CC BY 3.0). 

 

Seed distribution agents 

A variety of animals could serve to distribute the seeds of Cannabis in nature (Figure 3.8). Humans, other mammals, birds, 

and insects have been proposed as biotic disseminating vec- tors for wild hemp,  and water movement  may  also be 

important. Since the plant often grows  in hilly and submontane habitats, gravity could also play a role. Because wild C. 

sativa is dioecious, the most effective dispersal agents should distribute at least a seed of each sex to a given site, although 

pollen is distributed so widely that even isolated plants may participate in reproduction. 
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FIGURE 3.8 The range of animals potentially significant in dispersing seeds of C. sativa. Prepared by B. Brookes. 



 

Birds 

Since birds are strongly attracted to the seeds, Haney and Bazzaz (1970) suggested that they are likely the most important wild 

animals distributing them in North America. Janischevsky (1924), working on the ecology of ruderal Russian hemp, noted that 

birds are usually observed consuming seeds on cannabis plants but are much less frequently seen on the ground in pursuit of 

fallen seeds. Darwin (1859) observed that “Some seeds of… hemp… germinated after having been from twelve to twenty-one 

hours in the stomachs of different birds of prey.” Presumably the only hemp seeds that could germinate after passing through 

the digestive tract of birds were not macerated by the beak or gizzard. B.J. Eaton (unpublished typescript circulated 1972) fed 

wild hemp seeds to upland game birds, noting that quail passed approximately one viable seed/700 seeds consumed, and doves 

passed one viable seed/12,400 seeds consumed. It is also possible that some seeds are transmitted by adhesion to claws or bills 

(Merlin 1972). 

Hemp seed is a superb bird feed (Chapter 8), and not surprisingly, wild bird feed has frequently been the cause of plants 

becoming established in a locality (Potter 2004). In recent years, most juris- dictions in Western countries have insisted that hemp 

seeds be steam sterilized. However, some- times, a small percentage (much less than 1%) of such sterilized hemp seeds in 

commercial bird feed can germinate (Small, unpublished), indicating that hemp seed in current bird feed may still be a continuing 

source of spontaneous plants. 

 

Water 

Weedy hemp in North America is often found in alluvial sites disturbed by flooding, and flood waters may serve to distribute the 

seeds by water transport (Haney and Bazzaz 1970). Hemp seed has been widely used as fish bait in fresh waters (Potter 2004; 

see Chapter 10), and this too could result in distribution and establishment. Fish are known to distribute some seeds (Anderson 

et al. 2009), but whether this is the case for Cannabis has not been investigated. 

 

Mammals 

Ruderal hemp clearly depends heavily on human activities for dispersal. As noted in Chapter 2, large wild herds of mammalian 

grazers probably were important to providing manured habitats  for Cannabis, and the species characteristically grows in moist 

areas, so the mammals may have distributed seeds caught up in mud on their hooves. In more recent times, domestic livestock 

may similarly serve as distribution vectors. Small rodents are attracted to the seeds of C. sativa and may play a role in their 

dispersal. The extent to which the seeds of Cannabis can survive a journey through the digestive system of mammals remains to 

be examined, but since some seeds will sur- vive the digestive tract of birds, the same is likely true for mammals. 

 

Insects 

As illustrated in Figure 3.9d, insects, especially ants, commonly drag seeds of certain plants to their nests in order to consume a 

fleshy edible portion that these plants supply on the outer part   of the seed. Plants often produce such an “elaiosome,” i.e., a 

fleshy edible appendage on seeds or fruits serving to attract dispersal vectors, constituting an adaptation for distribution of the 

seeds. Janischevsky (1924) alleged that he had discovered such a symbiotic relationship between wild hemp and the red bug 

Pyrrhocoris apterus L. He observed it apparently feeding on the attenuated base (the attachment area) of the achene, and 

concluded that the base was an elaiosome. Pyrrhocoris apterus is widely distributed in Europe and Asia, and Janischevsky 

speculated that the wide dis- tribution of ruderal hemp was in part due to the insect. However, the insect is a generalized feeder 

that has no fidelity to Cannabis (Kristenová et al. 2011), and the bases of wild achenes of Cannabis and its relative Humulus do 

not develop genuine elaiosomes, although the detachment zone of the achenes is a weak area of the protective pericarp and 

might offer some limited nutrition to insects. Whether insects are significant dispersers of the seeds of Cannabis is unclear, but 

it is possible. 

 

 



 

 

 

FIGURE 3.9 Comparison of (a) achene of a wild form of C. sativa, (b) seed of castor bean (Ricinus commu-  nis L.), and (c) achene 

of Japanese hop (Humulus japonicus Siebold & Zucc.). In castor bean, the basal (attach- ment) area is a genuine elaiosome (an 

edible tissue attracting insects, particularly ants, for seed dispersal),    as shown in (d). In C. sativa and its close relative 

Humulus, including Japanese hop, the basal area probably does not function as a classical elaiosome. Photograph b (public 

domain) is by S. Hurst, U.S. Department of Agriculture; c (public domain) is by C. Ritchie, U.S. Department of Agriculture; d is 

by B. Brookes (from Small, E., Biodiversity, 12, 186–195, 2011). 

 

 

 

 

ALLELOPATHY 

Allelopathy refers to the chemical influence (generally inhibitory) of one species by another. Most often in plants, chemicals are 

released into the environment, where they affect the development and growth of neighboring plants. Allelopathic chemicals can 

originate from any part of the plant but frequently come from the roots and enter the soil surrounding the plant. Such “chemical 

warfare” tends to suppress competing nearby plants. Cannabis sativa has minor allelopathic properties (Inam et al. 1989; 

McPartland 1997b; McPartland et al. 2000; Pudełko et al. 2014), the compounds that it releases into the soil possibly assisting it 

to restrain at least to a small extent some competing plants.  

 

The cannabinoids and terpenes that C. sativa produces are located in the aerial parts, not the roots, but portions of the plant 

that fall to the ground because of age or wind could perhaps leach chemicals into the soil and tend to be protective. The fallen 

plants in the autumn may provide a mulch rich in allelopathic chemicals that protect seeds that remain in the location and 

germinate the next spring.  

The seeds themselves are sometimes “contaminated” with resin from their surrounding perigonal bracts, and the terpenes and 

cannabinoids in the resin could be protective against a variety of organ- isms. Cannabis seeds have been shown to be antibiotic 

(Ferenczy 1956), but whether this is due to resin contaminating the seed surface or to internal compounds is not clear. For 

additional discussion of allelopathy in C. sativa, see the section “Adaptive Purpose of the Cannabinoids” in Chapter 11. 

 

ROOT ECOLOGY 

Root ecology is a key to the success of wild hemp, as revealed by Haney and Kutscheid’s (1975) study of wild Illinois hemp. Root 

development is conditioned by soil texture, compaction, and moisture content. In coarse textured, well-drained, deep soils, a 

main taproot develops, with slim lateral branches (Figure 3.10a). The taproot can extend more than 2 m down, allowing access 

to a low water table. In medium-textured, moderately water-retentive soils, the primary root develops to a depth of about 1 m, 

with extensive laterals concentrated in two locations: near the surface and at about 1 m (Figure 3.10c), a bet-hedging strategy 
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enabling acquisition of both surface and mod- erately deep water. If the water table is near the surface (generally undesirable 

for good growth of 

C. sativa), the root system is shallow (Figure 3.10b). Particularly in very moist soils, considerable lateral branches develop near 

the top, so much so that the root system may appear to be fibrous rather than tap-rooted. Similarly, when grown in pots, the 

ability to develop a long tap root is con- strained, and the root system becomes highly branched. 

Symbiotic relationships of the roots and fungi are often beneficial for plants. The vesicular-arbuscular mycorrhizal fungus 

Glomus mosseae (Nic. & Gerd.) Gerd. & Trappe has been recorded on Cannabis (McPartland and Cubeta 1997). The ecology of 

symbiotic microorganisms associated with Cannabis has scarcely been examined. (See entries regarding symbiotic bacteria 

associated with the roots of Cannabis, in “Curiosities of Science, Technology, and Human Behavior” in this chapter and in 

Chapter 18.)



 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE  3.10  Root systems of  C. sativa. (a)  A deep tap root developed in friable soil with a low  water   table. (b) A shallow 

root system with well-developed lateral fibrous roots, exemplifying roots produced in substrates with high water tables or 

compacted soil. The 10-cm scale applies to both (a) and (b). (c) Vertical profile of root system in a sandy-loamy soil in a hemp 

field in Klagenfurt, Austria. Notice the two distinctive root development zones, one near the surface, with some roots growing 

quite deeply. From Kuchera, L., Root Atlas of Central European Arable Weeds and Crops, DLG Verl.-Ges, Frankfurt am Main, 

Germany, 1960  (in German) (CC BY SA 2.5). 
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STEM ECOLOGY 

Shoot and foliage architectural adaptations are discussed in detail in Chapter 6. Domesticated fiber plants are drastically altered 

by comparison with wild plants, which are relatively wind resistant due to low stature and woodier, flexible stems. Domesticated 

oilseed plants and marijuana strains more closely resemble wild plants in the nature of their stems. 

 

PHENOTYPIC PLASTICITY: A KEY TO SUCCESS 

Phenotypic plasticity is “the ability of individual genotypes to alter their growth and development in response to changes in 

environmental factors” (Barrett 1982). It is flexibility of response and allows a population to survive in a broad range of 

environments, especially marginal conditions. It is a key component of the genetic system of weeds (Bradshaw 1965; Baker 1974) 

and is often critical to the ability of species to diversify and adapt in response to natural and human-caused selection (West- 

Eberhard 2003). By virtues of several of its ecological adaptations, Cannabis has exceptional adap- tive phenotypic plasticity. 

These adaptations include: ability to grow large and produce many seeds in ideal environments or to survive as a dwarf and 

produce at least a few seeds in very inhospitable circumstances; roots develop as a widespreading fibrous system near the 

surface, where deep soils are too waterlogged, or grow very deep as a taproot to find water in dry soils (Figure 3.10); damaged 

main stalks regrow abundantly from lower branches (see Chapter 6); and tolerance of shade, despite being primarily a full-sun 

plant. 

 

BIOTIC COMPETITORS 

Most observations of pests and diseases of hemp are based on domesticated plants, and the applica- bility of these observations 

to ruderal plants is unclear. Weedy C. sativa differs from its cultivated relative in several respects that bear on susceptibility to 

diseases and pests. Wild plants are much less homogeneous than most cultivars and usually exist in much smaller stands, rarely 

growing as densely as hemp monocultures. Wild plants of C. sativa probably have the advantage of natural biological control 

(i.e., a wide variety of predators and parasites that regulate the pests) and are toughened by limitations of nutrients, unlike the 

luxury consumption that results in relatively deli- cate cultivated plants. All these factors suggest that while weedy hemp is 

susceptible to most of the same pests and diseases as are its pampered cultivated cousins, the degree of damage is probably 

much less. 

 

Human eradication efforts 

In some areas, wild-growing Cannabis is listed in regulations calling for eradication of noxious weeds—objectionable not 

because of its intoxicating qualities but simply because weeds are con- sidered undesirable. In most of the world, weedy 

Cannabis is of limited concern, although there have been long-continued efforts by law enforcement to eradicate ruderal plants 

in North America. In contrast to the huge social costs, the deleterious effects of Cannabis as a weed in North America are 

relatively minor. Discovery of extensive growth of ruderal hemp on a farm often invites unwel- come attention, from the legal 

authorities as well as from delinquents who mistakenly believe that ruderal hemp in North America is as intoxicating as high-

quality marijuana. As an agricultural weed, however, ruderal hemp is of limited importance (Small et al. 2003). Decades of 

eradication have exterminated many of the naturalized populations in North America. Mechanical eradication or tilling for two 

or three years is effective at destroying populations, and young plants are easily eliminated by herbicide applications. Liquid-

propane flaming is also occasionally used to control 

C. sativa. All of these techniques are effective while the plants are still reasonably immature, but once seeds are produced, it is 

generally necessary to postpone additional controls until early in the next season. In Kansas, most wild hemp stands were found 

to be unsuitable for tilling (Eaton et al. 1972), and disturbing the soil frequently assisted wild hemp to invade and establish. 

Planting a com- petitive perennial grass such as fescue or smooth bromegrass has been recommended to eliminate the 

recurrence of plants in non-crop areas (Weber 1978). 

 

Pests and diseases 

As detailed in Chapter 7, there are numerous animal, fungal, bacterial, and viral species that affect domesticated C. sativa, 

although generally the species is resistant to all biotic attacks. The extent to which the same problems affect wild plants has 

been inadequately documented, but it may be presumed that the wild plants are generally less affected than their cultivated 



 

counterparts because they are tougher by nature. 

 

CURIOSITIES OF SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND HUMAN BEHAVIOR 

• Birds are well known to occasionally become drunk by feeding on fermented berries, and there may be a 

parallel situation with respect to hempseeds. As noted in Chapter 11, while the seeds (achenes) of C. sativa do 

not contain intoxicating constituents, resin from the sur- rounding bracts can coat the seeds, and thus marijuana 

varieties could produce seeds with appreciable intoxicant ability. As pointed out in Chapter 8, cannabis seeds 

with adherent resin have been shown to be capable of making birds giddy. Because birds love the seeds 

passionately, it is possible that some birds have learned to appreciate the intoxicating quali- ties of marijuana 

strains. 

• Eliminating wild hemp, the present governmental policy throughout North America, is    a very bad idea for 

many reasons. As discussed in Chapter 17: the plants are too low in THC to have abuse potential; although they 

are weeds their damage potential to agricul- ture is insignificant; and they harbor valuable genes for breeding 

improved cultivars of industrial hemp and medical marijuana. Afzal et al. (2015) found another potential usage 

of wild hemp: as a source of friendly bacteria that can improve the root ecology of crops. The bacteria in 

question are not the well-known nitrogen-fixing “rhizobacteria” that form symbiotic relationships with plants 

but are “endophytic bacteria,” which enter plant roots, thrive within internal tissues, and provide growth 

benefits by producing plant hormones which increase nutrient availability. Afzal et al. (2015) concluded that 

“Wild C. sativa is a good source of agriculturally beneficial endophytic bacteria.” 

• Wild cannabis grows so abundantly in Kyrgyzstan that the country has facetiously been termed 

“Marijuanastan.” There have been extensive efforts to eradicate the plants, which allegedly have relatively high 

levels of THC. Given that marijuana strains are commonly grown in the area, it is likely that wild plants there have 

higher levels of THC than in North America. 
 

 

 

 

Sex Expression 
WHAT IS “SEX” IN FLOWERING PLANTS? 

Male animals produce sperm, females produce ova (eggs), and the combination of one sperm and one egg produces a new 

individual. Some animals are hermaphrodites, producing both sperm and eggs, but generally, identifying male and female 

animals is straightforward. Higher (flowering)  plants are different, and introductory botany courses provide details on the varied 

patterns that one encounters. An essential difference between animals and flowering plants is that adult plants do not directly 

produce either sperm or pollen; rather, tiny multicellular female plants are produced in the ovary of the flowers (these are 

parasitic, relying for sustenance on nutrients absorbed from the flower), and even tinier multicellular male plants known as 

pollen grains are also produced inside the flowers (in the anthers). The tiny females are stationary, awaiting visits by the mobile 

tiny males. The reason that flowering plants have adopted this system is that they lack a penis to introduce sperm to the eggs, or 

they don’t grow in a habitat where water is available in which the sperm can swim to the eggs in the ovaries. Rather, flowering 

plants rely on pollinators or the wind to make the transfer, and when the tiny male plants arrive at the pistil (female part of the 

flower), they produce a “pollen tube” (analogous to a penis), which introduces the sperms to the eggs. Only pedantic bota- nists 

concerned with technical details insist on referring to the tiny male and female plants (these are termed “gametophytes”) as the 

only plants that truly possess sex and insist on interpreting the large flower-producing plant as sexless (these are termed 

“sporophytes”). 

Most flowers produce both sperm-producing and egg-producing gametophytes; i.e., the eggs and sperm emanate ultimately from 

the same flowers, so the plants bearing such flowers cannot reason- ably be identified either as male or female (they are 

functionally hermaphrodites). But, as noted in the following discussion, in a minority of species (like Cannabis sativa; Figure 4.1), 

there are some plants just with flowers that produce only pollen and some plants just with flowers that produce only ovaries (and 

eggs), and it is common practice for the former to be identified as “males” (even though strictly they just produce tiny male plants, 

which produce sperm; such plants are technically termed “staminate”), and it is also common practice for the latter to be 



 

identified as “females” (even though, strictly, they just produce tiny female plants, which produce eggs; such plants are technically 

termed “pistillate”). 

 

MALENESS AND FEMALENESS IN CANNABIS IN COMPARISON TO 
OTHER FLOWERING PLANTS 

The sixth century AD Qi Min Yao Shu (“Essential Arts for the People”), which has been character- ized as the first Chinese 

scientific treatise, stated (Mignoni 1997–1998): “If we pull out the male hemp before it scatters pollen, the female plant cannot 

make seed. Otherwise, the female plant’s seed production will be influenced by the male plant’s scattering pollen during this 

period of time. The fiber of the male plant is the best.” This passage appears to be the first recorded comprehen- sion of sexual 

differentiation in C. sativa, preceding the recognition by about a thousand years, by Western botanists, that sex exists in at least 

some plants. Textbooks commonly identify European botanists of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries as the discoverers 

of sex in plants (Nature 1933), but they appear to have rediscovered what was known long ago in China. Certainly, it was not until 

the eighteenth century that the true nature of sex in flowering plants became widely appreci- ated (Anonymous 1933). 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4.1 Flowering plants of C. sativa: male at left, female at right. Note the comparatively frail appear- ance of the male. 

 

 

The wild plants of C. sativa are among the small minority (4% according to Yampolsky and Yampolsky [1922], 6% according to 

Renner and Ricklefs [1995], 7% in publications cited by Divashuk et al. [2014], or some undetermined higher figure according to Bawa 

[1980]) of flowering plants with male reproductive organs (stamens) and female reproductive organs (carpels) confined to 

separate plants (i.e., the populations are “dioecious,” with unisexual flowers, those on a given plant either entirely male or 

entirely female). Familiar food plants with separate male and female plants include asparagus (Asparagus officinalis L.), date 

(Phoenix dactylifera L.), hop (Humulus lupulus L.), kiwi (Actinida deliciosa (A. Chev.) C.F. Liang & A.R. Ferguson), papaya (Carica 

papaya L.), and spinach (Spinacia oleracea L.). Staminate plants, with male flowers only, are routinely called males, and pistillate 

(carpellate) plants, with female flowers only, are called females, and this standard terminology is followed here. 

 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MALE AND FEMALE CANNABIS PLANTS 

After seeds germinate, C. sativa normally grows vegetatively (i.e., without producing flowers) for several months. Following the 

summer solstice, shortening days (actually nights that become lon- ger) induce flowering in most populations, as discussed in 

the next chapter. Floral buds (“primor- dia”) are normally initiated in midsummer, growing from axils of leaves (the crotches 

between the leafstalks and the adjacent stem), at first along the top of the main stalk, later along branches. Once flowering 

commences, production of fully developed foliage (“fan leaves”) slows down, with newer leaves being relatively small and bearing 



 

fewer leaflets. Flowers develop proceeding from the base of flowering branches upward to the top of the inflorescence (the 

branching system bearing the flow- ers). The flowers of Cannabis are small but very numerous. 

Before flowers are developed, male and female plants of C. sativa cannot be reliably distinguished by appearance. Nevertheless, 

the sexes are different, not just with respect to reproductive organs: male plants at maturity tend to be 10%–15% taller, 

although less robust than the female plants, with slimmer stems, less branching, smaller leaves, and a more delicate appearance 

(Figure 6.1).  

 

Minor morphological differences (such as density of stomates and glandular trichomes) have also been alleged to be present 

between preflowering males and females (Truţă et al. 2007). Before sex in plants was widely understood, eighteenth century 

European botanists (males at the time, reflecting their perception of masculine superiority) often referred to the vigorous 

females as males and the wimpy males as females (Bouquet 1950; Stearn 1974). 

Male plants die after shedding their pollen. Female plants protected from frost can remain alive for years (gradually losing 

vitality), although the species is normally an annual. However, cloned biotypes of female marijuana plants are often regenerated 

for many years by repeated cuttings, which do produce new vigorous plants, while the older plants show their age. 

 

MALE PLANTS AND THEIR FLOWERS 

Male plant morphology is specialized for pollen dispersal by wind; males are taller than females, with large, showy, highly 

branched inflorescences that provide large exposure of the exposed sta- mens to the wind (Figure 4.2). The male inflorescences 

are loose, axillary, and relatively diffuse (technically they are cymose panicles or thyrses), as shown in Figure 4.3. Male flowers 

are pedicel- late (i.e., with individual stalks), with five greenish or whitish tepals (distinct petals and sepals are not present) and 

five stamens with flaccid filaments (stalks) opposite the tepals. The male flowers fall away after anthesis (pollen shedding). 

Male flowers at anthesis are extremely attractive to bees, including bumble bees and honey bees, which collect substantial 

amounts of pollen (which can therefore be present in commercial honey). Pollen-collecting flies are also often present. However, 

these insects do not visit the female flowers and so do not play a role in pollination. 

 

FIGURE  4.2  A well-developed male plant. A plant of this size produces enough pollen to fertilize every  plant in even the largest 

hemp plantations, and this phenomenal capacity means that very few, if any, males are needed in most cultivated fields. 



 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4.3 Flowering branch with male flowers shedding yellow pollen. Photo by  Erik  Fendersson, released into the public 

domain. 

 

POLLEN DISPERSAL 

The sole purpose of the males is to produce pollen (Figure 4.4a and b), and they excel at this task: a single flower can produce 

about 350,000 pollen grains (Faegri et al. 1989), and there are hundreds of flowers on larger plants. Cannabis pollen rapidly loses 

viability after three days, but some grains can live for more than a week (Choudhary et al. 2014).  Pollen from wind-pollinated 

plants tends  to fall to the ground at distances approximating the inverse square law (i.e., proportionally to the inverse of the 

square of the distance from the source), although wind direction can considerably modify how far the pollen is transported (note 

Figure 4.4c and d). While the inverse square law dic- tates that most wind-distributed pollen is deposited close to the source, 

some can be distributed for very long distances (Proctor et al. 1996), so it is likely that there is occasional genetic interchange 

among remote populations.  

It has been claimed that Cannabis pollen has been carried by wind for over 300 km (Clarke 1977). Cabezudo et al. (1997) noted 

that C. sativa pollen, apparently from marijuana cultivated in North Africa where it is common (Aboulaich et al. 2013), was 

transported by wind currents to southwestern Europe. Hemp pollen is a significant allergen for some people (Chapter 13), so its 

presence is often monitored. Stokes et al. (2000) recorded that in August, in the midwestern United States (where cultivation of 

hemp is not permitted, but weedy hemp is common), hemp pollen represented up to 36% of total airborne pollen counts! 

However, Lewis et al. (1991) found smaller amounts in Texas (mostly around 1% of Cannabis + Humulus, the two kinds of pollen 

taken together because they are very difficult to separate). Because the pollen of Cannabis spreads remarkably, an isolation 

distance of about 5 km is usually recommended for generating pure-bred seed, exceeding the distance for virtually every other 

crop (Small and Antle 2003). Because of widespread clandestine cultivation, the pollen can be found, at least in small 

concentrations, over much of the planet. 

 

 

 

 

 

FEMALE PLANTS AND THE POLLINATION OF THEIR FLOWERS 

Female flowers occur in axillary inflorescences (technically termed “spicate cymes”) that are smaller and relatively obscure 

compared to male flowers. They are also much more congested than the diffusely distributed male flowers. The tiny female 

flowers consist of a unilocular (one- celled) ovary and a short apical style with two long filiform (thread-like) stigmatic branches 

(Figure 4.5b–d). Very small papillae (thread-like surface extensions; Figure 4.5a) on the stigmas are the landing platforms for 

pollen grains and represent the pollen-receptive part of the stigmatic branches. The stigmas are densely covered with 

receptive papillae to receive pollen (Figure 4.6). 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4.4  Pollen production and distribution in C. sativa. (a)  Scanning electron microscope photo show- ing copious release 

of pollen from an anther (dehiscence is longitudinal, i.e., along the long axis). (b) Scanning electron microscope photo showing 

hydrated pollen grain (left) and dehydrated grain (right). (c) Geographical pattern of pollen dispersion in relation to prevailing 

wind direction, based on a hemp plantation study site in Ottawa, Canada. The pollen source is located at the intersection of 

the axes. (d) Mean relative percentage of pollen collected from a hemp study site plotted against log10 of the distance from 

the edge of the hemp field, illustrating inverse square law pattern of decreasing spread of pollen from the source. All figures 

are from Small, E., Antle, T., J. Ind. Hemp, 8(2): 37–50, 2003. 

 

 

The pollen-receptive part of the stigmatic branches may extend all the way to the ovary (Figure 4.5c) or only part way (Figure 

4.5d). Unlike the male flowers, the female flowers are essentially sessile (lacking stalks). A perigonal bract (sometimes called a 

floral bract) subtends each female flower (Figure 4.5b) and grows to envelop the fruit (this is important in intoxicating resin pro- 

duction, and additional detail is given in Chapter 11). In contrast to the male flowers, the female perianth (sepals and/or petals) 

is not at all recognizable as conventional floral bloom material,  consisting of a thin undivided layer adhering to the ovary (this 

unusual anatomical feature is very important ecologically as discussed in Chapter 3, and for classification purposes, as discussed 

in Chapter 18). 

REMARKABLE DEVELOPMENT OF UNPOLLINATED FEMALE FLOWERS 

Because C. sativa produces enormous amounts of pollen, the stigmas of female flowers normally are pollinated, and this stops 

them from growing longer than about 3 mm. By contrast, illicit and medicinal marijuana are usually produced in the absence of 

pollen. The style-stigma parts of such virgin pistils expand notably in length (averaging over 8 mm), so that the female flowers 

have extremely prominent stigmas (Figure 4.7). Frequently, the stigmas also increase greatly in diameter and occasionally 

develop more than the normal two branches (Figure 4.8). From an evolutionary viewpoint, this expansion of pollen-receptive 

tissue is an apparent adaptation for increasing the probability that pollen will be encountered, resulting in fertilizing the females 

when males are extremely scarce (Small and Naraine 2016a). 
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FIGURE  4.5    Female flowers of C. sativa. (a)  Close-up of a stigma showing the pollen-receptive papil-    lae. (b, c) Young pistils 
with two stigma branches. (b) Cultivar Yvonne, showing the two stigma branches emerging from a young, protective perigonal 
bract, which is covered with glandular and cystolithic trichomes.Cultivar Canma, showing a pistil with the two pollen-
receptive (covered with papillae) stigma branches emerging from a common, nonreceptive base (“style”) attached to the 
ovary. (d) Cultivar Canda, structurally like b, but the two style/stigma branches emerge independently from the ovary. 

 

As discussed by Small and Naraine (2016a), the phenomenon of stigmas continuing to grow when they remain unfertilized is rare. 

Close to 90% of flowering plants have animal-pollinated flowers, and these (including their stigmas) necessarily have relatively 

fixed proportions, since their archi- tecture must be compatible with the corresponding dimensions of their pollinators.  

 

 

By contrast, wind-pollinated species are not so constrained, and the flexibility of stigma size response to lack of fertilization, 

described here for C. sativa, has been documented for several other wind-pollinated plants, including spinach (Spinacia oleracea L.) 

and a walnut species (Juglans mandshurica Maxim.). The female flowers of maize (Zea mays L.) feature a pair of thread-like styles 

each terminated by a stigma (in maize, a style + stigma is termed a “silk”). The styles of unfertilized maize flowers con- tinue to 

elongate for 10 or more days, and indeed, excessively elongated silks are widely employed by corn growers as a sign that the crop 

has been inadequately fertilized. Whether the stigmas or the styles or both (as in C. sativa) enlarge, the effect is the same: making it 

more likely that the stigmas will encounter pollen and so the flowers will be fertilized. 
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FIGURE 4.6 Pollen collection on the stigma of C. sativa. (a) Unpollinated papillae of stigma. (b) Numerous pollen grains trapped 
on papillae of stigma. (c, d) Pollen grains on stigmatic papillae. Scanning electron microscope photos by E. Small and T. Antle. 

 

 

FIGURE 4.7 “Buds” (unfertilized, congested female inflorescences) of marijuana showing extremely promi- nent stigmas. Left: 

Terminal branch of a marijuana strain (Purple Erkle) with clustered female flowers, the whit- ish appearance of the stigmas 

indicating that many are receptive to being fertilized by pollen. Right: Terminal branch of a marijuana strain (Bullrider) with 

clustered female flowers, the brownish appearance of the stigmas indicating that the stigmas are overmature for pollen 

reception. The transition from white to brownish or orange stigmas is commonly used as an index of the ideal stage of 

maturity for harvesting the female inflores- cences for marijuana (buds). Photos by Psychonaught, released into the public 

domain. 
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FIGURE  4.8    Old unfertilized stigmas that have expanded and/or divided into extra branches. (a)  Stigma     of an unfertilized 

wild plant showing a massively developed basal portion. (b) A two-branched stigma.  (c–f) Three-branched stigmas. (b–f) 

Based on a dried “bud” of the medicinal marijuana strain Dinachem. From Small, E., Naraine, S.G.U., Genet. Resour. Crop Evol., 

63, 339–348, 2016. 

 

 

FIGURE 4.9 Stigmas from a “bud” of the medicinal marijuana strain Dinachem, showing how THC-rich secretory gland heads 
accumulate on the papillae of the stigmas. From Small, E., Naraine, S.G.U., Genet. Resour. Crop Evol., 63, 339–348, 2016. 

 

The expanded amount of stigmas in marijuana “buds” has important consequences. First, the high-THC secretory gland heads of 

Cannabis, where most THC is located, tend to fall away from dried marijuana, significantly decreasing pharmacological potency, 

but many gland heads become stuck to the receptive papillae of the stigmas, reducing the loss (Figure 4.9). Second, although 

stigmas constitute a small proportion of marijuana—about 0.5% according to Small and Naraine (2016a)—their distinctive 

chemistry could have health effects. This has not been examined in Cannabis, but it is known that in some plants the stigmas 

can be toxic (Small and Naraine 2016a). 
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MONOECIOUS (“HERMAPHRODITIC”) KINDS OF CANNABIS SATIVA 

Many modern cultivars, especially those selected for stem fiber production, are monoecious (with both male flowers and female 

flowers on many of the plants in a population). In nature, monoecious cannabis plants are rarely encountered. Monoecious hemp 

plants were first deliberately developed in 1935 (Bócsa 1998). In monoecious forms, staminate flowers are normally located on 

the upper part of flower-bearing stems and are produced before the female flowers on the lower parts of stems; male flowers are 

also produced before transitional hermaphroditic flowers (some of which are sometimes sterile), which are also often 

encountered. The expression of sex in monoecious strains is quite variable, with numerous occurrences of intergradation 

between maleness and femaleness (Finta-Korpel’ová and Berenji 2007; Faux and Bertin 2014). In a monoecious population, 

individual plants may be entirely female, entirely male, predominantly of one sex (i.e., most flowers are of one sex), or more or 

less intermediate. Some flowers may be hermaphroditic (with both a pistil and stamens), and the inflorescence on a plant may 

develop both male and female flowers. Populations may exhibit various proportions of the different kinds of plant, including 

100% male, 100% female, and a spectrum of plants with intermediate sexuality (a population structure that has been termed 

“subdioecy”). Sometimes, plants have the appearance (habit) of females but bear only male flowers (such plants have been called 

“feminized males”), and the opposite of this (plants with female flow- ers but looking like males) have been called “masculinized 

females.” Environmental stresses during development can cause a reversal in the kinds of flowers that continue to develop. So-

called “sexual chimeras” are plants that develop secondary branches with flowers of the opposite sex compared to the rest of 

the plant. 

While male plants almost always die after shedding pollen, the presence of even a few female flowers on hermaphroditic plants 

seems to protect them against dying before seed set (personal observation). However, in a plantation setting, there is a much 

reduced need for the prodigious pol- len production that is normal in the wild plants, so hermaphroditic plants tend to be bred 

that are predominantly female. 

In dioecious hemp cultivars (with male flowers only on some individuals and female flowers only on others), rare monoecious 

individuals have been observed to occur spontaneously. It has been estimated that this happens with a frequency of 0.1% (Finta-

Korpel’ová and Berenji 2007). Recently escaped plants are occasionally monoecious, but monoecy is associated with inbreeding 

depression and is therefore very rare in wild C. sativa, which is naturally strongly outcrossing (Heslop-Harrison and Heslop-

Harrison 1969). Monoecy typically reduces plant vigor and productivity. Monoecy is also associated with smaller, less vigorous 

pollen grains. The pollen grains of C. sativa are usu- ally spherical and three pored, with the pores most often arranged along 

the equator of the grain at equal intervals. Migalj (1969) found that the acetolyzed pollen grains of dioecious strains tended to 

have a diameter averaging about 33 μm, while the grains of monoecious strains were smaller, with a diameter averaging about 

27 μm, and the pollen of dioecious plants was also more uniform, while the grains of monoecious plants were more variable in 

size and in number of pores. Zhatov (1983) reported that hemp pollen viability in dioecious strains may reach 90% under 

favorable weather conditions but usually ranges from 60% to 80% and that after three days of storage pollen viability was 50%, 

dropping to about 16% after seven days; pollen viability in monoecious strains tends to be lower than in dioecious strains. 

Clearly, monoecious cultivars would not be as popular as they are if their advantages did not outweigh their disadvantages. 

The predominant advantage for fiber production is  uniformity  of plant height and habit, in contrast to dioecious cultivars, in 

which the males and females mature at different times (although as pointed out by Bócsa 1998, forms in which males and 

females mature simultaneously were first described in 1935). The widespread use of monoe- cious cultivars promotes 

predictability of time of maturation and uniformity of fiber. In the case of  oilseed production, all plants of  monoecious 

cultivars are seed-producing, so  space   in the field is not occupied by unproductive male plants. For both fiber and oilseed 

cultivars, mechanized harvesting is facilitated by the uniformity of plants produced by monoecious cul- tivars. Although 

monoecious cultivars tend to have an unstable sexual expression, monoecious cultivars facilitate the harvest of both stems for 

fiber and seeds for oil by reducing crop hetero- geneity (Faux et al. 2013). 

 

CROSS-FERTILIZATION AND SELF-FERTILIZATION 

Self-fertilization is possible in C. sativa: pollen from the male plants of a population can fertilize the females of the same 

population, and in monoecious plants, it is even possible for a plant to fertil- ize itself. However, inbreeding depression is 

pronounced. Van Lai (1985) observed that inbreeding resulted in plants with smaller and less fertile pollen, poorer fiber, and 

(especially) lower seed pro- duction, all of these effects being more evident in monoecious than in dioecious experimental lines. 

In contrast to the deleterious effects of inbreeding, hybrid vigor is frequently observed. (As noted by Stepanov 1974, 1976, and 

others, whether or not hybrid vigor results from a particular cross depends on genetic factors in the parents.) To promote 

outcrossing, male plants of a given population tend to come into flower one to three weeks before female plants have receptive 

stigmas. Dioecious plants are thought to be mostly or entirely cross-pollinated, while monoecious plants are selfing to some 

degree: 20%–25% according to Finta-Korpel’ová and Berenji (2007; cf. Horkay 1986). 



 

 

GENETIC DETERMINATION OF SEX 

Inheritance of sexual expression in Cannabis has been studied extensively but is not completely understood (Hoffmann 1970; 

Truţă et al. 2007). Sexual differentiation in dioecious strains is based on a pair of sex chromosomes, the male being 

heterogametic, i.e., XY (Hirata 1924, 1927, 1929), the Y chromosome frequently described as larger (Yamada 1943; Sakamoto et 

al. 1998; unlike mam- mals, but like some other plants), producing an approximately 50:50 sex ratio. Bócsa and Karus (1998) 

pointed out that females tend to be slightly more frequent in most hemp crops, with a ratio of 107–113 females to every 100 

males. Menzel (1964) observed a heteromorphic (i.e., differently sized) pair of chromosomes in males of dioecious strains, but 

not in monoecious plants (consistent with the presence of an XX pair in the latter). Simmonds (1976) noted that “Genetic studies 

of monoecious lines have not clearly established whether such lines are all XX or are XX, XY, and YY, so the control of sex 

expression is not yet fully understood.” Faux et al. (2014) found that the five monoecious strains they examined all were of the 

XX type. Ainsworth (2000) concluded that sex expression appears to be somewhat determined autosomally, with an 

X/autosome dosage type chromosome system. Flachowsky et al. (2001) reviewed this topic and concluded that monoecism is 

determined by two autosomal genes. 

 

SEX-ASSOCIATED DNA MARKERS 

As noted previously, there are often differences in certain sex-determining chromosomes between males and females of C. 

sativa, but these are often unreliable for purposes of identifying whether  a plant is male or female. However, the DNA of the 

chromosomes is composed of sequences of nucleotides, and differences in sequences (polymorphisms) among individuals are 

now commonly employed to analyze relationships and for identification of cultivars. DNA sequences in C. sativa can also be used 

to identify sex. Sequences characteristic of male plants have been identified (Mandolino and Ranalli 1998; Mandolino et al. 1999; 

Törjék et al. 2002), and the same is true for females (Hong et al. 2003). Immature plants, even seedlings, can be sexually 

distinguished by DNA sequence, as demonstrated by Techen et al. (2010). Other studies of male-associated and female- 

associated DNA markers include Sakamoto et al. (1995, 2000, 2005), Flachowsky et al. (2001), Mandolino et al. (2002), Peil et al. 

(2003), Shao et al. (2003). 

ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINATION OF SEX 

Sex development in C. sativa is labile, modifiable by a wide range of environmental factors, including nutrient excess or 

deficiency, temperature, mutilation, and light regime (Schaffner 1919, 1921;Cheuvart 1954; Arnoux 1963). The proportion of 

female plants has been reported to be increased after exposure of seeds to ultraviolet light and by irradiation with gamma rays 

(Nigam et al. 1981) and decreased by shorter day-length during the growing season (Schaffner 1923, 1931) and higher nitrogen 

concentrations in the soil (Arnoux 1966a, 1966b). Such factors can result in sex reversal, and indeed, the aberrant production of 

plants with male, female, and intergradient flowers. In a survey of over 1400 U.S. herbarium specimens, 55% were male, but only 

41% of the plants col- lected along streets and highways were male; Haney and Bazzaz (1970) speculated that this could be due to 

the higher carbon monoxide levels near roadways. This is supported by the finding that carbon monoxide has been shown to 

favor the development of female flowers (Heslop-Harrison and Heslop-Harrison 1957). 

 

MODIFICATION OF SEX BY HORMONAL TREATMENT 

Sex development can be influenced by hormonal treatments (Heslop-Harrison and Heslop-Harrison 1969). The application of 

auxins and ethylene feminize Cannabis (Heslop-Harrison 1956; Mohan Ram and Jaiswal 1970), whereas gibberellins are 

masculinizing (Atal 1959; Mohan Ram and Jaiswal 1972; Galosh 1978; Chailakhan 1979). Cytokinins, which naturally occur in roots 

of C. sativa, may also promote feminization, as evidenced by the fact that cutting away some of the roots tends to masculinize 

the plants (Hall et al. 2012). Mohan Ram and Sett (1982b) and others have shown that male flowers can be induced on female 

plants by chemical treatments. In particular, Mohan Ram and Jaiswal (1970) and Mohan Ram and Sett (1982a) demonstrated 

that ethrel (also called etephon and other names) favors the development of female flowers on male plants. Ethrel, very widely 

used on crops, works by being metabolically converted to ethylene (C2H4), a gas that functions as a hormone, regulating many 

aspects of growth and development of plants. Chemicals that inhibit the biosynthesis or the activity of ethylene (including 

aminotoxyvinylglycine, silver thiosulphate, and silver nitrate) induce the formation of male flowers, and by contrast, the 

precursors or activators of the biosynthesis of ethylene (like etephon) induce the formation of female flowers (Mohan Ram and 

Sett 1982a,b). 

Cristiana Moliterni et al. (2004) concluded that the ability of some dioecious Cannabis strains to undergo sexual reversion has a 

genetic basis. Some biotypes such as the cultivar Carmagnola are very resistant to treatments that induce sex reversions, while 



 

plants of the cultivar Fibranova are much more easily induced to develop flowers of the opposite sex. 

 

REDUCTION AND ELIMINATION OF MALES FOR HUMAN PURPOSES 

Culling  of  post  pale  plants  when  seeds  are  produced  for  industrial  hemp 

Before monoecious cultivars were available, farmers realized that very few male plants were required for producing seed. Hemp 

grown for seed to reproduce the next year’s fiber crop in the early decades of the twentieth century in the United States required 

amazingly low numbers of male plants; most were removed except for one or two per 25 square meters as soon as they could be 

iden- tified (Dempsey 1975). Eliminating most of the males could have altered the gene frequencies of the material being grown, 

for better or worse. Hemp growers in the nineteenth century complained that their material was becoming less productive after 

several years, requiring importation of new seed stocks, and it is conceivable that eliminating males in fields used to produce 

seeds could have contributed to the problem. 

Culling  of  all  male  plants  for  the  purpose  of  producing  Marijuana 

For production of marijuana, male plants are usually eliminated before they can shed pollen to fertilize the females, as 

unfertilized female inflorescences (“buds”) are highly valued (Figure 4.7; see Chapter 12). Female marijuana plants have as much 

as 20 times the concentration of THC as corresponding males (Clarke and Merlin 2013). By contrast, male fiber plants, although 

also less productive than corresponding females, produce a higher quality of fiber and before the twentieth century were often 

so highly valued that they were harvested separately by hand, when labor was cheap. Today, males are considered undesirable 

for fiber because they senesce earlier and degener- ate, thus decreasing the overall quality of fiber when harvesting is carried 

out just once. In former, labor-intensive times, when the male and female plants were hand-harvested separately, selection 

pressures were probably more or less equal for the sexes, or perhaps there was some preference for male plants. Monoecious 

varieties are commonly utilized today for fiber, so that all plants mature simultaneously and their quality is uniform. For 

production of oilseed, dioecious varieties are still often employed, although at present there are very few varieties exclusively 

used for oilseed pro- duction. Several “dual-purpose” varieties are grown for simultaneous production of fiber and oil- seed, and 

these may be monoecious or dioecious. Because female plants are more valued for oilseed and drugs, selection has been much 

more directed to the females than the males. 

 

Selection  of  female-predominant  monoecious  strains 

As noted above, monoecious strains can differ in proportion of female flowers on given plants, and proportion of mostly female 

plants in a population. Monoecious strains have chiefly been selected to generate fields of uniform plants for harvest of fiber 

prior to sexual reproduction, but of course seeds are needed to produce the next season’s crop. For this purpose, relatively few 

male flowers are needed (unlike wild plants, which disperse huge amounts of pollen for long distances to find scat- tered plants, 

in a plantation a relatively small amount of pollen suffices). Energy that the plants use to produce male flowers is largely wasted 

from the farmer’s perspective. Accordingly, the propor- tion of male flowers has tended to be decreased by selection. 

 

Generation  of  seeds  producing  “all-female” plants 

McPhee (1925) observed that selfing a normally female (pistillate) plant (using pollen from occa- sional spontaneous male 

flowers appearing on the female plant or from male flowers induced to develop by manipulating the environment) gave rise to 

seeds producing only female plants. In fact, the knowledge of this phenomenon is much older. Ascherson and Graebner (1908–

1913) commented that older authors had observed isolated female plants bearing viable seeds that produced exclu- sively female 

plants. The first registered “unisexual hemp,” the cultivar Uniko-B, which produces almost exclusively female plants, has been 

marketed since 1965. (Strictly, the F2 [produced by open pollination of the F1] is marketed as the cultivar, as the F1 seed requires 

considerable manual labor to produce.) 

Using female plants, selfed with pollen that they are forced to produce by chemical or environ- mental sex-reversal techniques, 

is now a common way to produce “feminized seed,” which is often marketed by the marijuana seed supply industry. Of course, 

this produces an extremely inbred plant, but once a female plant has been discovered with exceptionally attractive psychotropic 

properties, it is desirable to propagate its characters. As noted in the following, this is ideally done with 100% fidelity simply by 

cloning the plant; however, while the seeds produced from self-pollination will not reproduce the maternal plant exactly, the 

resulting plants will be closer in nature than had the seeds been generated by cross-pollination. As noted previously, only female 

plants are normally used for drug production, and the use of feminized seeds makes it unnecessary to remove male plants that 

are produced. 

 



 

Industrial hemp seed in sufficient quantity to plant entire fields can’t be economically pro- duced by the above technique, but 

an analogous hybridization trick is being employed. Special hybrid seeds are obtained by pollinating females of dioecious lines 

with pollen from monoecious plants, and these are predominantly female (so-called “all-female,” these generally also produce 

some hermaphrodites and occasional males). All-female lines are productive for some purposes (e.g., they are very uniform, 

and with very few males to take up space they can produce con-  siderable grain), but the hybrid seed is expensive to produce. 

As pointed out by Bócsa (1998), field populations of monoecious hemp left to reproduce naturally will revert to dioecious 

hemp over time, and so monoecious hemp strains can only be maintained by constant regeneration by humans. 

 

Use  of  environment  and/or  hormones  by  Marijuana  growers  to  increase  females 

As noted previously, environment and hormonal treatments can influence sex ratio or result in flow- ers of a different sex 

developing on plants that started off as the opposite sex. Clandestine marijuana growers have used these techniques to increase 

the proportion of females produced by a given lot of seeds (hardly necessary with today’s knowledge of cloning female plants or 

using feminized seeds). In particular, marijuana growers have sprayed the growth regulator ethrel on young plants to feminize 

(one might say emasculate) the plants as much as possible. 

 

Cloning  of  female  plants 

Humans propagate many crops vegetatively (e.g., apples, potatoes, and strawberries) as clones, a tactic to avoid the variability 

produced by sexual reproduction, in order to maintain a uniform geno- type that is especially desirable. This is the method 

increasingly being used to propagate (female) strains of high-THC Cannabis, particularly the most desirable biotypes (Chandra et 

al. 2010b). Genetically identical plantlets can be generated rapidly using modern biotechnology (Lata et al. 2009, 2010a,b). In 

perhaps an ultimate departure from normal plant sexual reproduction, propa- gules of marijuana strains, generated by tissue 

culture, have been encapsulated to form “artificial” or “synthetic” seeds, sometimes called “synseeds” (Chandra et al. 2010a, 

2013; Lata et al. 2011), a technique that is often employed in horticulture (Ravi and Anand 2012). 

 

Summary  of  the  demise  of  male  Cannabis  under  domestication 

Sexual selection is often recognized as a special kind of natural selection (Darwin 1859). It involves competition within a 

gender for the opposite sex and is important in evolution. In nature, males often are especially important in sexual selection. 

Human selection of the sexual characteristics of domesticated species is also a powerful evolutionary force, but by contrast, 

the males of domesticates have lost much of their importance. Farmers often favor females of live- stock. Bulls are much 

harder to manage than cows, do not produce milk or calves, and humans only require a limited number to reproduce their 

captive herds, a situation reminiscent of the plight of the male cannabis plant. As detailed previously (and summarized in 

Figure 4.10), male Cannabis plants have also suffered significantly under domestication: (a) humans have created many 

cultivars that are monoecious (the plants bearing both male and female flowers), but a pre- ponderance of female flowers has 

been favored; (b) cultivars have been created by hybridization that are entirely female; (c) seeds that produced female plants 

only have been created by selfing of female plants that have been tricked into producing a few pollen grains; (d) for marijuana 

pro- duction, male plants are usually eliminated; (e) for seed production, male plants have sometimes been reduced; and (f) 

clones maintained for drug production are female. A  curious aspect of  the sexual evolution of Cannabis under 

domestication has to do with the fact that humans have turned a normally dioecious species into forms that are monoecious. 

This constitutes reversing the normal pattern thought to exist in nature—that dioecious species have evolved from monoe- 

cious ones (Lewis 1942). 
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FIGURE 4.10 Reduction of frequency of male function in domesticated C. sativa. (a) Approximately equiv- alent occurrence of 

male and female plants in nature. (b) Generation of hermaphroditic plants (with reduced numbers of male flowers) in many 

industrial hemp cultivars. (c) Removal of male plants before they shed pol- len, to generate seedless (“sinsemilla”) marijuana 

buds. (d) Generation of “all-female” seed, which produces predominantly female plants, for production of female marijuana 

buds, and “female-predominant” industrial hemp hybrid cultivars. (e) Vegetative (clonal) reproduction of female plants for 

production of marijuana. 

 

 

CURIOSITIES OF SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND HUMAN BEHAVIOR 

• Shen-Nung was a legendary mythical emperor of China reputed to have lived about the twenty-eighth century 

BC. He is said to have learned to talk by the age of three days and to walk after one week. At the age of three 

years, he made the first plow and invented agri- culture. He is reputed to have personally tested hundreds of 

herbs for their poisonous quali- ties, in order to find remedies, until one that was quite poisonous killed him. 

Despite this rather spectacular lapse of judgment for a genius, Shen-Nung is considered the Father of Medicine 

in China. Indeed, not long ago, it was common practice in China for drugstores to offer a discount on medicines 

on the first and fifteenth of each month in honor of this legendary patron of the healing arts. In China, yin 

symbolizes the weak, passive, negative feminine influence in nature, whereas yang represents the strong, 

active, positive, mascu- line force, and in most drug plants one finds them in combination. But  Cannabis poses   

a problem for medicinal use according to Chinese traditions, because there are separate female and male 

plants. Shen-Nung advised that only the female plants should be culti- vated for medicine. Thus, drugs from 

female Cannabis were used to treat cases involving a loss of yin from the body, such as are said to occur in 

menstruation, gout, malaria, beri- beri, rheumatism, constipation, and absentmindedness. 

• The heights of the king and queen of France were used to predict the comparative height of male and female 

plants. It was thought that if the king was taller, the male plants would grow taller than the females, and vice 

versa. If male plants were taller, the fiber from the plants would be better. (In fact, male plants are virtually 

always taller than the females and do produce superior fiber in comparison to the females.) 

• Male plants of C. sativa shed pollen grain prolifically. Honey bees love the pollen and col- lect it avidly when 

available. Because C. sativa is a wind-pollinated plant, the flowers do not offer nectar to bees, which is the 

principal material that bees can use to make honey. However, honey typically contains pollen grains that bees 

have collected, and so wherever hemp is grown outdoors and honey bee colonies are nearby, the resulting 

honey is very likely to have at least some content of Cannabis. The male flowers do secrete some resin, which 

can coat the pollen grains, so that one might suspect the bees could become intoxi- cated. However, as noted 

in Chapter 13, insects lack the cell receptors necessary for THC, the intoxicant chemical of marijuana, to be 

effective. In theory, humans who consume honey containing pollen grains from drug varieties of Cannabis could 

become intoxicated. In practice, this is a far-fetched scenario. 

• As noted in the preceding text, male plants of C. sativa are relatively delicate in appear- ance and die at a much 

younger age. Confirming the weakness of the male sex, Haney and Kutscheid (1975) observed that two-thirds 

of many Illinois wild hemp populations they studied were female, and since the sex ratio in theory is 50:50, 

there is obviously a much larger mortality of male plants. 


